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Children's Groups in School: A Developmental Case Study

Michael ErybYk.and S;-Farnham-Diggory
University of Delaware

Overview

The purpose of the project was to gather field data on the

children's sPontaneous grouping activities in t school setting.
_

two main aspects to the governing rationale. Tirst, almost nothing

nature of

There were
: -

is known

about children's natural -grouping activities and their implications for.

schooling (Eisenstadt, 1956; Glassner, 1976). Most of the pedagogical litera-

Lure is concerned with techniques' for _establishing and managing academic

groups (idfton, 1t6a; Inewman. 1974; Polgar; 1976; Bossert, 1979)= We are so

.,quick to mar:Pee children academically that we have devoted very little atten-

4
tion to the question of what we are in fact attempting to 8cntrOl (Foster,

1974). Second, laboratory research on children's social behavior is acutely

in need of real-world validation (Cole, 1978; Laboratory ofCcmtarative EUman

Cognition, 1979). Controlled laboratory procedures may or may not be produc-

ing data that are relevant to everyday life. In particular, laboratory-tested

developmental theory may or may not be generalizable to real world settings.

Does an understanding of Piagetian theory, for example, prepare us for ways

that children's spontaneous school grour=z change with age (Furth, 1979)?

.These questions were examined by me,: of a year -long case study. AS the

-:participant- observer, the first author; t lived in the school neighborhood

for the first four monthE of the study, spent an average of two days a week in

-a smalli traditional school. The setting was a lower class integrated neigh-

borhood near the waterfront of a large Eastern city. The schtt1 is here

called St; Angela's, and the city is.caIled Plainfield_



In this report, we will s3:1rmPrize the following aspects of the complete

study: (a) the ecology of the children's'arcups (Bronfenbrenner, 1979) -- the

history am. sociology of the school and its neighborhood; the role of

children's :families in the formation of school policy; and the school's view

f its role in preparing children for commranity objectives; (b) the

organization of the schcoT -- the physical- plant as well as daily, procedures,

curriculum, and management policies, thy attention on the ?ftd and 8th

grades; which formed the focus of our developmental contrast; and (c) the

developmental nature of children's grouping activities -- with emphasis. upon

spontaneous; informal groups, as opposed to teacher-structured academic.

With respect to the. latter; here is an overview of cur conclusions:, 2nd

graders, 7-yr-old'children; display only facsimiles'of group strucrests we

haVe defined them (p. 54), and as they are intuitively defined by adUlts.

That may appear to be a "group" in a 2nd' grade classroom, is in fact an ever-

.

lapping collection of pair-wise friendships. Even wnen 2na graaers conscious-

"ly organize clubs"; they do form not true groups. ,Instead, their "clubs' are

merely occasions for imitating pieces of group actions; or example; a 2nd

grade 'club" called "The Wanderers". imitated behavioral bits of the.movie

group, but was quite unable to assimilpt the full -g.,4oup concept that the

"Wtnderers" exemplified. The children's imitative actions -- very Piagetian

in flavor -= could be thought of as play- practice for certain aspects of ma-

ture group behavior.

By 8th grade,- however; true groups were appearing. Their nature differe

for and .Thor.= ..ere :tier boys then g47 7s, and for ,na

reason, coalitions did not form among the boys. All the' boys functioned, in



stead; as a wholistic group ; 'and status w individually determined, Among

girls; rival 4.oups.formed within the class,.and'etatus was partially con-

ferred by group membership.

The children were usually seen by adult personnel as havinE mature croup

concerts and coalition dynamics which they did not in fact possess. The

school inadvertently encouraged. an 8th grade collective to. turn iteelf.ititc' a

hostile coalition by labeling it a "Olidue" -- when the children, who tran-

scribed the word as "click"; had no idea what the term signified to adults,

.As a result of certain episodes; the "click" learned what the ctidr.s of a

group were supposecto be ;' and:orcmptl§ became aself-proclaimed one; with a

full complement cf criterial grout features.

With reference to school practice, we have two' recommendations: First,

teachers and eaminiStratore at the elementary level should not be overly con-

cerned with grouping activities. Stable coalition structures and dy-lamics are

probably not really there. Second, school personnel should bear in mind that

bureaucracy begets bureaucracy. Children who feel pressured by authorities

will be motivated to form coalitions as a mode cf self-protection. All of

this takes time and energy from major schools goals of instruction.

With reference to laboratory-based theories, we found Piagetian princi-

ples and'reIated research to be helpful in interpreting the everyday behavior

of ohil-dren's groups in schools; consistent with the work of Furth (1979); as

well as Selman (1976; Selman& Byrne; 1974) . Much-more work of an ethnograph-

ic type will be.needed, however, before we can reliably identify laboratory.

variables in real-world guises.



Methodology

eirATT parochial school serving 250 children from kildergarten through

8th grade was selected for intensive study: The school was located in a I?rgP

' Eastern city, near the waterfront. We'shall.call the school St. Angela's, and

refer to the city neighborhood where it is located as Southeast Plainfield.

.A.11 names of persons .and places hroughout the rest of this manuscript are

pteUdonyms; in order to insure confidentiality.

The method was that of participant observation as .defihed by Sdhattftati

and StrattS. (1973) and McCall and Simmons (1969); This method inc ides a

variety of techniquet, including social interactiCns in- the IteId with the

subjects of the study, saMe.diredt observation of relevant events; some.formal

and informal interviewing, sometyttetatid Cotnting,a1-.d :sOme collection of
. _ .

documents and artifacts (MCCall, 1962). Mete techniaues are el.Toloyed to

"thickly describe" a particular social system, giving rite to hypotheses.

phetomenclOgically founded in observed 'a.-Ct.(Geertt, 1973:). Although this

Method' emthasizes induction and oualitative analysis, it bah :set the stage for

quantitative and experimental technicues, as the two'methodoIw.icaI approaches

are compatible (Erickson, 1S77; Lazarsfeld, 1972; Cole, 1978) . =he outline

used- it the following descrittior has been adapted frees SiTriott (1977) and

4eani Eichorn, & Dean (1969).

Defi-sing the Site

St. Angela's, in many ways, provided an ideal environment for -cur

research; The school was small (enrollment figures are listed in Table 1)

with only one grade level zer classroom. This :".:ado -t =cc-71,1e for a single

7asearcher to cover all areas of the site in detail. alike e ementary



Table 1

ENROLLMENT FOR ST. ANGELA'S SCHOOL

1979-1980

GRADE TOTAL BOYS GIRLS WHITE BLACK :HISPANIC INDIAN' ASIAN 'GREEK'

24 11 13 16 8

1 16 li 5 15 1

2 26 12 14 11 12 2

19 1' 20 9

.11 18 20 6

30

29

19

22

27

25

14 5 12 6

11 11 13 3

14. 13 22

10 15 21

TOIAIS 218 113 105 A.55 51 , 6



schoblt in the area, St. Angela's classrooms went :up grade5 ., . eight= .....,.
cz+-

Angela's had he widest age range of .children within any Sinle School in the

Southeast Plainfield. This provided a unique otrortunity to Study teer groins
_ -

of young children as well as adolescents._ Also, the decentralized nature o

the parochial school- system within the city meant that permission for under=

taling the study proceeded throe thc, princi-pal ana scnocl suazz airec_Ly.

This simplified immensely the chore of negotiating entry and. setting ut hbuSe7

keeping. All in the school was an -place to study the social ac-

tivity of a wide age range 'of children.

Although observations were'centered at the school, attempts were also

made to describe the community context of the children's grows. :has=2c=

c ompl sh e d via the following procedures. Children at tne scnoo_ a8ked

where they went and what they =many did after school and on weekendt. Thi8

led to the definition of variout areas where the children associated. -nOth

formal and informal meeting places were identified= Formal-activities ere a

_

generally more accessible over the short span of the study;. and consisted of
.

predetermined athletic events (bas'_ .tball -at the recreation center, roller .

skating at the rink in the city park, or extracurricular school sports), and

school/community sponsored activities. latter. were particularly salient

in the association network of the children, since the bond between the sch,c1,

church, and neighborhood in this instance. was close. For eximtle, the- school

and church sponsored a party on St. Patrick's day, which had become an ongoing

community tuition. Similarly, the school sponsored a community fait'in the

spring. These events were attended by the researcher, and instances of linkt

in the chiidren's friendshl'o networks were noted;
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InformaI.meetingPIaces were also sgUght'oUt,'although systematic ihfOr-

mation on those areas wad harder to obtain. ;;ihen children were asked that

they did after _school, many reported that they either "hung out" on their.
.

block, went to the rather spacious city' park, or walked around either of two

nearby Small business districts. Lafannationcgoncerhing children's activities

around informal meeting areas WPS gathereg, in two ways. Fir , in ,ne course

of interviewing children away from the schoolsite or of mrent interviews in

the home, chilaren Were observed in Various activities.- Second;

researcher lived in the neighborhood during the first fou mr onths of_ .

ject, he:was able to frebuent spots-where he_

out.." Also, in-the normal course of his existence going food shopping,

takitg his children to the park, and washing clothes at the laundromat as any

Other commUnity member might.--7 the researcher's path often. crrssid i7 a1.

thought children

since the

he pro7

N
may "hang

the children at the school. This

sources of valuable"ifformatiori.

closeness to the site therefor=,
- Ln

k

Napping the Site

Site-mapping includes identif'yi rg.the significant objects and spatial ar-

idllements in the site, along with the names and groups of students involved

in the study. Initial mapping took place vim the principal's tour at .the

Start of the project. The staff, during-informal interviews, were asked-to

identify children and their friendship structures. . Plans were initially made.

to -utilize a stUdent guide as CtSick (19:73) had done. However; since the

structure of this school was that of self=contained classroams, and 1;ras other

wise Unique as descrfbed in the followina, section on srs.hitecture,-mo:rility J.

the students 7.6as.Ibw throughout the physical plant. Since 8th grade, for ex-
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ample, ims together throughout the day with little chLnge in pupil comnosi-

tioni a guide was unnecessary. -The-buit time, then, was put into cultivat-

ing relationships with students which would leas to valid j.tfonmation as to

,"------=-1KrauP activities and perceptions. This relstionshir=bpildinP activity led to

the development of- several informants ,in the 2nd and Stk grades, staff, and

neighborhood/narent grouts;

liTeotiating Entry

,r\

Officials from the central branch of the 'school adm:nistration were con-_

tacted as to the purposes of the study. in general, they evidenced little in

terest, a factor testifying to the loosely formed network of the Catholic

sohooI system. Although the schools are technically intercOnnected, they are

net t-reauired legally to submit to' the policies ofc the '-central office. The-
,

latter therefore serves as a cIearinahouse of information and system'support.

.

It was eno that the school Principal had legitimated the r=s=rnh=r's pr es-
4

ence at the site.'

Negotiation, then;proceeded directly throu4h the rrinc:na-

the' spring of 1979, the researcher arranged seeral meetings with her to dis-

cuss the purposes of-the study as oUtlined in the original grant rroresaI.

Over the course of thosezmeetings she was very recertive, anticizating the

researcher's future presence on the premises, and,acceptina-th_ fact that his

activities would,include interviewing, note taking, and classroom observation.

The princippl- welcomed us waralk, and invited us to the first faculty meeting

and lunch ins September. _ The following notes from that meeting foreshadow-as-7

pects of school organization that influenced children's group activi

I1



----"TWF-1.1-aft--j-imsislied lunch; ,"1 the teachers ar.d

staff collected around a large Square. table; At

present I at4 takitg :notes. All the teachers have

folders. They look brand new. They have Some paters;

I also notice that theThave some stationery; tens,

and penciIs in them. Some did'not rick these ur at

tHe office :in the morning= Sr. T. called the .meeting

to order and welcomed u all to St; Angela's.this year

and noted there .Was an open_ door policy for office
c

visitation. f' that believe she Meant by th'.4: is +h,,t

a teacher was free to come into her office at any

. _--

The principal then made a joke acout kissing the ec-

triciaft; someone they had ccming in to fix the -/-ir=

duitgin the place. She noted that he was a"d011; and

'What is there is life but kissing?' axd noted

an

tit

theyhad such trouble getting the electriCi in; and

that was the only way she could-keep him coming

kissing him every time he did something right.

She then noted that the janitor quit, apTarently he

threw the keys 41p the princaralrand therefore the

:teachers shod not expect the repair projects to be

done on time. Poss1-Ythey can get three mothers to

vol.-thter .to

week;;;;

clean rremises Tarc-e days



Sr. T. then.made a strong statement that she must aim

for a strong discipline within the school. She showed

a little book that she had ordered that was titled

Helpful Hints on Discipline. She said; 'I don't mean,

rigid. All children ask for order in the room.' She

not that they are children, not little adults,: and

that each teacher must work with each
V
sdent as en

individual. She said, 'We Must all agree, that they
\

answer us courteously rather than being fIiptant'

She then ggve the rules for addressina teachers. Rids

can use a first name as long as they tlace a Pi:1%i

Miss, or Mrs. in front of i7, and of course-a C"r-
".

LL

front of it if the teacher-is a.nun.: In her C.1 -

she said, 'Insist umon.it. If they ao it to you,- then

they'll do it to all of us. Don't Ake flicrant

answers. We must insist.'

er second. set of rules: No gum in school at any

time. She said; 'God gave me a good smeller and-I can

detect bubble gum in any room. 'Make them throw it

out: Insist upon it....'

Lunch duties then .got assigned. ne teacher was to go.

to the lunchroom, the -.other to the playgroimd. There,

boys were to stay on ore side, girls or the other.

Fighting was hewed to lcna

no blood,' a rule restated on several more occasions.

9



The principal then outlined the daily schedule in the

morning. There will be an 8:00 Mass; 8:50 or .so there

is -breakfast for the children == a free breakfast pro__ .

gram for children who qualify, otherwise as much as 55

cents a:meal. At 8:45' the school- starts with the

ringing of a bell. The teachers:preside over the 800
.

Mass and they switch off in terms of responsibility

every week or-so. The children sit in the appropriate

spots; upper grades it on the right side of the.

church and lower grades on the left. Cne of the nuns

brought up at this point that they should eliminate

singing at thee pass because it will cut the time down

to 20 minutes and make for a more efficient- service.

SomebOdy aIso Drought um that funeralS hapren at these.:

masses .and prolong them id then everyone's 'late. A

long discussion followed On the length if the rarticu=

lar.priest's sermon; and how thal, could hold thinim up

also. Everyone entered into the discussion at that

point. Other smaller discussions broke out in' dif-,

ferent corners of the room and for all, intents and

purposes the meeting was subverted,.

Sr. T. eventually regained control of the meeting, by

reprimanding a teacher for talking while:she was try -

ing _tO make announc==,nts. Fhe did it -sith..a sort of

joking air.'



She then explained about uniforms. 'The boys are to

wear blue tents and a white shirt.. There will be no

penalties for breaking this ruIe until October 1st.

GirlS are to wear white, yelliow, or blue socks, plaid

SkittS. Nb tennis shoes are to be worn except on gym

days:

In the next pert of the meeting, the princi

got to talking about things that directly concern

struction. She noted that the had ordered new text-

books in math; English, reading, smelling, and also a

new religion book. She noted that in the writing

boast and the religion books no one is to, draw Cr

write in the books because they are parerback:,and

should be reuted. Even in the,writing books there

should be writing on looselea., taper....

The principal then noted haw writing is important.

The correct formation of the letters is important to

emphasize: The Zener-Bloser method should be. used,

and workday by day, drill and practice, should be

phasized. If teachers follow this particular schedule

daily practicing of handwriting, many things can be

accomplished.
.

[

She then went or.;;.. td aay a that teachers she Id actitzt

. . .

no messy papers from ohildrefi. Grades 4 to 6 only use

-pencils until November 30, and then if they are neat

11
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;.they can use pens; In the lower grades . the teachers

should be more patient, but there were, inexcusably,

'Some papers in upper grades I wouldn't feed' vo =

pig.' All students in .the school should use this

heading: the name goes in the upper lefthand corner,

grade beloir that; date in the righthand corner; sub-

ject below that, and specific assi=ent underneath

that. Everyone agreed; all the teachers consented.

The final announcement was that papers were not to be

torn, out of spiral notebook.s. lcoseleaf

pages were acceptable. This is throughout the whole

-.-
school. .C.he: teacher remarked that:: the teacher't

method of paper- keeping should be 'decided by _the

teacher. emaner discussions becan to break out in

the-room. The principal called for an end of the

meeting with a prayer.

As you can see, there is little indication that . the central Catholic

school 'hierarchy is exerting a direct influence on the principal's Policy

Er;=.

.measures. You can also see that the principal is the final-arbiter of class-
_

room discipline and management, However, it should,be noted that over the

course of the year, the principal seldom visited classrooms to see if her ma-
-.

icies were being carried out.

At the next inservice meeting, we gave each teacher a description of the

StUdy,- and told them of the intention,to-ccme into the classroom, take notes,

and get toknow-students but in ways that would not disturb regular activi-.
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ties. Although all the teachers appeared initially receptive, our strategy

later became that of spending scheduled amounts of time only in classrooms

_

where teachers were thoroughly comfortable with the researcher's presence.

-TWo classrooms were. eventually studied intensively: 2nd and -8th- grades.:

bath teacners :were extremely.cPm..,. or Lle in-the-researther'S presence, be it

taking notes or communicatitg with Students during -breaks in the classroom

-

-routine_, Unsystematic, much briefer observations were made in all other

classrooms.

IttabliShing the Researcher's Role

Gold (.1958) describes a continuum of possible roles in the field from

that. of compiete.ohserver to that of comtlete.particirant.. Since the subjects.'

were children, the role of complete rarticirant was impossible. The, role of

comtlete observer, however, would have antwed no interaction with the chil=

dren, severely limiting the richness of the data-. Therefore, the middle clas-

sification, particireas-obsemer, was chosen.

In this project, the role of "a restonsible adult, serrate -Prom the

school authorities; sensitive to, and interested in children and'their activi-

-ties" was established and maintained by the researcher. 'The maintenance of

this role was Important on two accounts: (a) to prevent overidentification

with thildret's interestsj"gtitg tative"); and (b) to maintain emphasis on

children rather than on adults (ethnocentrism).. Burton (1977) notes that the

latter problem is the most serious when studying the young, since it is easy

to ascribe adult motives and rationale for actions and utterance of children
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which, in fact, develop from a unique logic. =t was important tc take off the

-blinders of an adult's-viewpointi and think as a child would;;

of communicating with the subjects of. the 8ttdy.

At all times the researcher identified himself as a researcher
. .

. .

the purposes

. rcj

University of Delaware. letters of introduction and reference were given to

all participants at the site. re -self-identification, hcwever, was not

enough. The principal, some of the teachers, and.students had difficulty

understanding what a university researcher was (see the secticn ahead en

role), and therefore, at times, refused to accept his identity. Two mcnths

into the research, several of the 8th grade students decided he was a narcot-

agent. This problem was eliminated over time as they discovered that no

one got in trouble due te the researcher's note-taking. At the same time, the

school was being cr'.ticaIlywritten um in the nelstaters-over,scme controver-

sial events which had occurred the previous :;ear. The Principal, eyeing

note=;aking, _then began to worry that the researcher was a newstaper sty. ?L.F

showing his notes, the researcher was able to attenuate tnis Problem to a de-,

&eel finaI=resolution.did not take place until "'" 34 "a

in March, and was Permanently re:placed. : tirg relations were immediately

established with the new administrator, and still exist at this writing.

We tried to ugi4e back" to the Participants at ,the sate, and thereby' es-

tablish a sense of reciprocity, a necessary condition for full acceptance.

For example; the researcher volunteered to monitor the 2nd grade center on

many occasions, and sometimes substituted for the teacher. 'Ee also arranged

to tutor some s tudents, and took Playground duty on occasion., :Cte day he 16mb

summarily asked to cIeanup broken. ..122s on the Iclayground, and concluded
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that his initial acceptance was established. By June of 1960, the end of the

-research period, he was accepted by all as "part of the woodwork."

Thid gave rise to a few new problems. As an adult within the 'site, he

was expected to uphold the norms of the institution,' the rule against gum-

chewing, for example. If he enforced the rule, by notifying teachers or prin-'

cipal of infractions, he would have lost the trust of students, estecially the

8th graders. A second problem concerned the rule of formal. address -- "Mr.

Mike." The researcher preferred an informal form of address ("Mike"), as ena--

bling closer contact with students. In the-eyes of'the princi and the
. _

Staff, the researcher was therefore not:behaving as a respOnsibIe adUlt, 'brit

was fostering. disrespect. Daily time at the site eventually emedied _both

conflicts. The hosts soon saw that the incidence of chewing ard

disrespect was independent of the researcher's presence.

6

Research Technicues

a. Observations. Observations were made on the activities of various

groups Approximately tWo days of Observation rer week occurred over the school

year.

Since the .project was conc. led with cognitive processes, the attenticnal

aspects of social interaction were of ereciaI importance. The observer noted
_ .

what the- dhad sociaIITattended,to and how sihe'behaved-rursuant to the so-

cial stimulus. Interviews with --- children ivolvd. in the'interactioniwhn'

tossible, focussed on the strategies used in the course of the interaction.

Notes era .a udic't apes were used.to record observations' and interviews;

cbjj been raised to tHe use,cf-te record ea otaera-..

tions due to the effects on the respondent, Warren2*(f974) has found that the
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apparatus; when monitored for biasi, can be Used as an effective data gathering

instrument in the field.

.b.'Informant interviewing. Informant interviewing tcOk'the form of ask-.

.

ing children how an activity occurred -usually in the reSearCherS-PreSenCe)-----

and why the child acted in such -i manner. The development of such child in-

fbrmants was a Rey objective, since these interviews were the basis for

describing the socio-cognitive strategies that children use.

c. Respondent, interviewing. This was of two types: sociometric-

type auestionnaires to assess group structure (GronIund, 1959); (b) general

interviews about strategies used in groups, as well as characteristics 4

.

these. groups ate to. the open-ended nature of the research; exact content of

these or formal interview sessions was nct de:elored in advance.

Coilt olli'ng for biat.-- Qualitative research gives some consideration

control .of bias on the 'part bf the ObSerVer;--but_does not seek to g tner Sys-

tematicaIly infbrmatiOn on specific biases. ; 'uch. reactive -erects were
_

evaluated from other information sources, such as succeeding intervieWs.:dth

the same person, and interviews concerning the data received from other infcr

mants;

If there are large discrerancies in the data, something might have been

missed due to faulty interpretation; signalling ethnocentrism. Going native

was assessed by consulting with knowledgeable outsiderS concerning observe-

tiOnt but this could also'have led us .away from a grounded theory Of the-or-
.

. .
.

_ y
. ,

,:.._. ggnization.

Stereot7pic ideaS of children concerning adults as. well as ;:react'ive.:ef

fects alsb-had to be accounted for .(a..Ca17, 1969 1.17:a pattern of -0e.hf.o.r.
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was observed, then the researcher ascertained by user of informants whether or

not the Pattern occurred in the observer's absence.

According to Paget (1955), children's reasoning and 'language is cualita-

tively different from that of adults. The child'will receive communication

fiam the adult in a manner different from the way another adult would lceive

it , Nhen interviewing child inforLants, it was important to assess the

child's thinking and language, and to adjust information received accordingly.

Piaget's method clirdque of interviewing children rrovided a model.

Data Redaction-et

Ail observations were dictated at the'r-2nd of the day into a.tare record--

en, and- la±er-transcrfbed. Dibtated c servations were based on rte; gn notes

taken at.thesite. All formal interviews were also tared and. transcribed.
5

Over 20C0-',"trarscripted des were collected over the course of study.

-
Three copies, of each transcript were made:for the purrose, of security and

ansaysis.

Transcripts were read thoroughly, and rotes. were made in the margins as

to- what -each item signified. -Prom marginal notes, a-Serieb-of general ca

tegories were constructed to facilitate the analysis.

The general_categories were is follows:

-1. Characteristics of the school organization

ildren's social organization

3. Neighbo and Frmily Crgenization

4= Children's conceptions of school organization
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5. Children's conceptions of peer organization

6. Children's conceptions of neighborhood organization

7. .Children's conceptions of the workplace.

As-you canaseeaux __area of_._research _broadened considerably over the

course of the study. Only the first two headinas wil2 be discussed in this

report. Other topics are ilMrious stares of analysis- andwill be reported -'

at a later time.

Each broad subject matter area .was then broken down .into subtopics.:

These often consisted of various characteristics on which children were

thought to vary. Within each smaller category, age and sex comparisons were

made

Transcripts wer partitioned' according to the general categories.

scripts were segmented; cut up, and pasted onto 5 by 8 cards. Each care was

marked with an informant or respondent code, its assigned main_ category and

Irdhcategory, source and date, and cross - classification information: We Quite"

-frankly were floundering in a sea of information until our consultant, John

Qgbu; provided us with- this Useful and insightful technique..

.

Ecological Context

Southeast Plainfield is .an integrated neighborhood existing within the

corporate city limits. The area represents a unique cross- section of ethnic

(Polish, Ukrainian, German, Lithuan.i.an, etc.).and minority (native American, =-'

bladk, Eispanic) cultures: The neighborhood is approximately 25% black, with

most of the populati-r. 4 44r--e

covers only a few sauare miles,yeIhouses over 30;000 residents, mostly. in
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Small, six Tic) eight room row houses which vary with respect to ownership and

condition.// The neighborhood contains elements of the urban slum as 1.;11 at of

a tough, i asethnc, working class community. (See Appendix A.)
//

So-/utheast contains seven elementary schools within its approximate bora=

er. / Schools were enosen randomly to approach for negotiation'for, entry. Ers-

the initial criteria of (a) ease of entry, and (b; conditions conclusive

to field work, one school -- St: - Angela -- was chosen for the project.

St.-Angela'S began out as the city's first free school in 1: 2. At that

point it- consisted of only one'building, three blocks from its tresent rosi-

.tion. 'Soon there were many new buildings. With the -influx of Irish 4mmi-

grants -in 1 840 and their hard-earned savings, St. Anaela's rarith as able to

build not only new ch urch but al-So an orrhanage for stranded Irish ohil=

dren; This contisted.of two buildings; one for- boYs and thc. other fdr'girlt.

At the turn Of the centtry, as more immigrants came into this ofo on;

the neighbor hood became somewhat more stable. .The need for an orphanage de-

dreaSed;:and the need for a school increased. At that point, the pastor sent

for -teachers from Ireland. The Orphanage was then converted to separate

sch&oIS for boys and girls on the high school level, and a sohool for both- on

the elementary level.

Thehigh school and the Orphanage were discontinued on financial grounds
. . ...

approximately- 20 years ago. What is left today is only the parish and the

elementary school. Both organizations have use of all the buildinat.

The Neighborhood

"o school faces Wa.st on a:main thoroughf----re an 1-,;tiness.

. _
district. \As one looks across this main street, one can see boarded up store



and liquor enterprises; Three doors south of the school is a restaurant

reputed to be ahangout for prostitutes. Further to the south is the bar dis-

trict of the city -- the place where sailors coming into port generally spend

their leave carousing and drinking. StilS further to the south == but thiS is

only 10 blocks from the school -4- is the waterfront.

'Going north from the school; one finds some renovated housin`g a7.1 VeTT as

"Slum dwellings; Twenty blocks north of the school is' the worst area of slum

in
_

housing n the city.

Bast of the school, the area is made up of predominantly white Polish

working class families. Some of these families have been there for 30 yea:*

and remarkably have not moved .fcr various reasons; They L. the indUS=

tries on the east side of town, and are mostI.7 Catholic.

All the houses in the school area are of the rcw variety; aey have

width of no more than. 13 feet, auld-shareSide wails; There are -no

lawns The backyards are usuPlly ceMent; and are he longer that 50 feet. .

Nhat this presents is an-environment where there is very lithe privacy, and

Very little green grass or trees. A visitor sees the uzuaI signs of-urban de-

cay, but later learns that the inhabitants have strong block =d neighboncocd

ties, and consider. closeness to be an advantage;' KnoWIng everyone on the
:,

.bloOk is
.
one of the adaptive strategies that a neighborhood child must learn;

Looking at the sahool, one is struck by its sttar6nt .disOmtinuity -mith

the neighborhodd, ,but this turns out to be a matter of

geneity. The sense of community described above varies widely from the work=

its special heteror-

ing class home to the rundown rov houses e ±' the projects.

structure is small, rarticularis,,ic Tnd hanceric'us.

Each neighborhood

ry,-e-ble an a block.. or.

.

in a particular project building, are generall striaof the same social'str ana
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are stable over some period of time.

21

Since-the school draws children from all

over this neighborhDod, the school is therefore More heterogeneous than each

block. The child coming from a homogenous block must learn to adant to this

heterogenous setting. This does not seem apparent at first until you ask some

of the children about other parts of the neighborhood: Few of them know any-

thing about the world beyond their three--or fburblock territory. When asked

about bus service to the northern part of the city, one

even know Where the northern pert of the city was -- ar

better students. Pew of the students ever We.nder beyond

hood boundaries.

The school itself is trying to forge a sense

dren. The school organization'and'religiout

, .

8th grader- did not

Ji this was one of the

their own neighbor-

of c,mmunity 'n its cl4i1-.

af''iliation has the most direct

ties to the particular family configUrations and values of the white working

-

class relish section. These reople generally make up the tarfeh t7h=

major school discontinuity is therefore with the childran,who.are not involved

in the parish, or who have a different ciatural background. :Essentially, the

school takes children from a wide variety of neighborhood settin.;:s, and triet

to instill in them a common background based in part on the Polish working

class heritage, heri e does not include the X-rated,bookt stores and=

the bars that are so prevalent in the neighborhood. Sc the school makes

strict prohibitions as to where its children can congregate before or after

sehool; ,For example,. children are not allowed to stand in front of an X-rated

bOOkttOre. If they:have been seen hanging. around the restaurant which serves

as a hangout for' prostitutes, their behavior is reported and the princi

recrimands tiem; ;..ne school' cloarlv hna rrT.r.dr-te to insulate and -rrote^tt;',..
.

-4-

ohildren.from aspects of this urban environment.
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In sUitharyiTegarding the relationship between the neighborhood and. St.

-elats, two things,are apparent. First, the school, 14 virtue of its back-

ground, is most continuous and congruent with the working class blocks that'

exist east of the school, Secondly, the-'school tries to keep the children

away from various parts of the neighborhood that, it does not sanction, such as

the seedier side. of urban life. In,doing s6, it tries to become a safe place-

for the children to become inculcated with the values of the particular worms
4..

ing class culture that it clPims #-it:s heritage.. As a result. it.,replaces

o , t

particularistic block sentiments vith values that are somewhat more,universal.

fae,Physical Plant of St. Angela's.

.

AS you-approachthe school frOmthe mainstreet, you .see . wrount-irim

-

7 :feilces sUrroUndina the church and the school The .front oftlie school

ing has some broken stained glass wirrzlows, and a big green door. Teat :LS the.

only entrance .to- the On the door as you go: n there = is a sign

LOITERING, but on the frdnt telsof the school one can LievertheIess often

find the alcoholics that roam thiSpert of town.
,

To -enter the school if you are not a child, you leave to ring the buzzer

that .alerts the secretary. She opens the big creaking steel door -- after

.,iheCking you out through a little window. 17.6u are allow=ed entry into the

bu41u'g
.

only after some interi- -tionas to your purpose : - ==security is very

important in the school.
.

. .

When you first walk in the door, you see a very short hallway. To your

. -
left on the first fIodr is the library and a smPTl office. To the right i8
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the kindergartenmiloP. Behind thai is the, third grade cIassroot a couple of empty

rooms, and the teacher's preparation room.

There is a large wooden staircase. that runs up from the front hallway.

As yoi..t_asoend the staircase; _ you come to the and 'floor biding ay.& find a
,

'classroom on..either side. The building is essentially U=Shated, and you are

at the:bottom part of the U. The right wing houses the sixth and 8th grades:

the left, fourth =1 :fifth grades; plus some empt,r rooms and storage space.

:There 'is a third floor; but this is off limits bica=e of fire regale.-

tions there are no.prorer exits fi.-cm that J'Ioor. if you do go up there, you

find that alf the rooms are of-the all cubic tar variety. They .used to be

. living quarters -for the nuns who ta. aght in the school; . They are not.<7 sed'or/y
.

for storage;

The main ,U=shaped building thus. houses the library an d

space-, plim- seven 'of the nine classrooms, and a great, deal of unused space,
°

muck of:which.' has net been `deemed safe by various city inspectors.

leaviz* the "back of the main building, you go cut onto*. the ..p.1..aYground;

a

kCyou lock across it, you see the backs of row houses behind a. large conprete

To the riet is the Annex, so-called. It used to be one of the
- -

soh., I boaidif-s. houses three classrooms. First grade is on the

floOr; Second grade 'is on the aid floor (up a steep fliet- --o-

stairg), and masts two rooms. Another small room there was" ms.,de _

projectus as a <project office,-= though shared with speech therapists and other cotm-
____

seltrs.,
To the right of the Annex is the church hall; This contains the audit°-

,

0

qttite large; bra whirth iz-i.here the -ch-ndrer. --.

27
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small kitchen is attached to it. Above the haII are more classrooms original-
.

ly used by the high-school-,but closed off_ now_f_or- safety reons-

FiteUy,:tiO:the right of the'school_hall, adjacent to it; is the church;

It is of claSsic gothic design, and very large; given the rather small popula-

tion ,that now attends it. This church was once the equivalent of a cathedral

on' -this side-of town,- and its services -would attract r from quit,e a dis-

tance; This is no longer the case. The pastor- told ut that most 4" the

younger peorle,-second arthird-generatiOnI4sh from this parish; have moved

out to the'SuburbS and attend churbh.there; leaving St; Angela's with the peer

-end the aged. The congregation is therefOre representative of the neighbor-
.

--hood as a whole.

6 summary, the acttal phytical setting confronts its users with many

nooks and crannies an places not conventionally ,._ f ascff limits.

There are any turns ana ang_es to neaotiate. It took the researcher the

better part of three weeks just to fignre cut where ne could go and where he

could no'tgo;.and how to get from one classroom to another; Since even the

ateit$ and their layout are not where you might extect them to be. There is

-no apparent intuitively regular path to get from one roan to the other.

Scr.+PT 1-71-p,lopti-nns of the Physical Plant

The irregular layout prompts the teachers to came up with a relatively

tight organization for- ferrying the children from one particular place to

another. The problem is most acute for the youngerlgrades serarated from the

rain building. When* these teachers have to bring their clataes to the main

building; they not only have to navigate th chiidrm cut Of the annefti bat



also have to. ;get them in-an orderly fashion across the playground and into one

of--the4Mytiad-rear A i,i anceST--The satening.is truer entering the church

oro the Cafeteria.
a .

Ntmerous social norms govern the use of smces. For instance; a child is

not alloyed to go into the church; without'an accomranying adult. eciai

permission is needed for any of the children to leave their'cIastrcomt and go,

into any other mart of the building. Bypassing regulations, and getting into

prohibited areas, sometimes beces an end in itself. Cne of the goa_s of the

emerging adolescents in 8th grade wet to sneak up to the third floor and hide

out-pr amoge. Particular nooks and crannies attearing at the intersection of;

for example; the church and the schObl additqitt are off limits, but-are used

by the Older ch2;Idren as pIetes'forprivatemeetingt; In fact all of the

children eventually Ieain to use,unicte configuratiOnS of trace :or their own

social purposes; The graders regularly congregate around the' rcr± Of the

church which afford them some privacy, althou± it is cren on one side.

cause it is not readily visible from all points of -the playground.

Finally, knowledge of the georgrarhical setti. influences the nttber of

privileges that students can obtain-from the school organization. For exam-

ple, children who have attended school for along period of tie are sent

more errands. That is ttUally attributed to their maturity, blat 't also h=-

to do with the fact that they know precisely where all objects are located

within all of the spaces; If a tarticuIar piece of edUiptent i8 rieede&from

the 2nd floor of the church hall building, ancIder Student is .7:Ottlikely to

be called on to go and get it. A younger child may not even know Of the ex=

istence of that ahurch hall area; Even within tre sate a417e ..t7C',1c however,
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experience counts. Within the 2nd grade, children called on for most of the-

errands are the ones who have been there the Iongest,ad who know the geo-
t

graphic-settag well.

Knowledge of the

tiating both _day to

within the school org

School Population

geographic layout is necessary for successfully nego-

day routines, and also for gaining privileges anti'status

The school consists of 225 students, eight teachers, and various support

personnel including a princimIi a janitor, a tecretary/17brariani a director

of religious instruction who is also associated with the Irish, five aides,

and some cafeteria workeri; The student body is comprised of "505 minority

children, and most of these are black; 7n "'act, 25% Qg the school- zopuIstion

is b1Pck, and the other 5% minority consists of native Americans and Greek im-
,

migrants. The school population, coffared to census figures for the area- is

representative' of the neighborhood as a whole, with regard to minority comm-

sition. However, the 'Spanish speaking population of the school, though small,

is on the rise, compered to the neighborhood.

The school staff is representative-of the neighborhood. AlI the teachers

and support= personnel are white. A majority of the staff hails directly from

the Polish wOrking class, section alluded to earlier. For example, the 4th

-
grade:teacher has been at St; ela's for 25 years; and has lived in the Poi-

!'

ish neighborhood all of- her life; The 5tii grade teachers -hails fiom-i-7E046=-

borhood slightly east of the one around the school, but comes from the same

2olish working class back=ound. The 6th grade tencher :s niso th4c. some

neighborhood, and just recently came back and started teaching at the school.

30



AU of the aides except for one are working class Polish, andlivewithin the..

east side neighborhood.

Tile, white student population shares the same background. Yost of the

white students live within the eastern part of the neighborhood, with a ir.a1-1

proportion hailing from other parts of the city. Among.the latter group are

children :from families that migrated up, from the coal towns in West Vitgitia,

and.others who have assumed the migratory stance of urban city dwellers. All

told, then; the school popultion represents the patchwork demographic Picture

of the entire neighborhood.

The Authority ,Stmore of St. ma's

The central Catholic offiCe has no legal power over St. Angela's molicies
. ,

or curricula. Sr. T. is free to run it in any way she sees fit. However. all

Catholic schools have agreed on some Policies regarding discipline per-

.tenant record iaintenance. The parish church exerts some authority over the

prl iciral, in that the church provides a financial sucsidy to the school- --

about 30% of its operating costs. This give the rarish clergy a sense cf

themselves as School advisors. But tha.principal notes with pride; as do the

. Staff in the Sen0010 that although the clergy have tried, to control the curri-

culum, they- have not succeeded in doing so. The principal has always pre-

vailed in the end on tatters of educational policy. The previous principal

held out for open classrooms, a type of education that was in great disfavor

.with.___the_clergy. The ability to resist both central office and parish clergy

stems from the fact that the principal herself is part of a religious order.

r11.3 Ord-8r 48 -the tflin source Of the 17rincira:':,, rclicy de.cizicn are. au-

thority. The particular order of nuns that runs the school is known as a
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teaching order. That all of the religiouS in the community are committed
. . _ _ _ .

to teaching as a way of support and occupation. arery religious has been

trained:- as a teacher.

Since these nuns all live together in a community, educational policy is

a topic of discussion throughout their entire life cycle -- be it from morning

to night, or-over many years. Therefore:, the order influences toficy through

the social norms that exist within the community. Since the order is charac-

terized by 'ts Roman Catholicism policies and curriculum are formulated on

the basis of their concordance with Catholic values, as well as th4ir educa-

tional merit. For example; it is deemed that choir and church attendance is a

necessary element.of the school day. Since 4.-re is such a large non-Catholic

contingent in the .population (5%), participatio:Lin these events is not

datory; students must take classes in reIiion.

Another component of thi school authority structure are the =rents.

There is no formal Parent organization.(PTA); but the Principal is intimatel7

connected with a group of parents that; for all intents and rurposes, serve:

the same function. This group consists of the aides and cafeteria workers.and

janitorial staff, all of whom may have now, or once had, children in the

school. The principal regularly consults with this group to get feedback from

the community on different issues. Their degree of embeddedness in the co-
r

=unity is 'suggested by the following excerpt from an interview with one of the

cafeteria.workers who has a son in 8th grade:

Researcher: Mrs. R., where did you go to school?

Yrs. R.: St. Angela's.
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Researcher: Can you tell me-same ways that heIred you

what you did later on in life?

Mrs. Well, my 'basic education there' NMS really good

because-in arithmetic I was very goCd, and alge-

, bra and all, so that helped me (for an earlier

.job, in a government office) . I felt like I had

0,7

gotten the basics, and that's what really

counts.

Researbher: Is there anything, you did that you can remember. .

that gave Jack (her 4th son, now in 8th grade) a

good start at St. Angela's -- I mean did you

walk hi _to school or a ything like that?

Mrt. Well the other one, Bob, was in 8th grade '::hen

Jack was in 1st grade, so there were three of

them going, so they walked each other.

Researcher: So you think that helped Jack out since all the

other kids in the family were up there too?

Mrs. R. Sure, because they went to school together, they

weren't serarated;

Researcher: Do you know many people in the school that you

associate with?

R.: tare, at parties ard thinzq like that.
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° Researcher: I know you are up at school the time, and you

seem to know..all.the teachers and the princinFli

because-ymworkthere toO.

Pita. R.:. Aftet the fourth one comes along, yoU ge to

know just about everybody... (And) of course

there're some parents I went: to school with

there, I grew up with them;- as well as a nun up

there that I went to school with.

'Researcher: Ebw did you get the job at t.e.cafeteria?

Nra, Well; whenever they have anything .down thre

they would ask the mothers for helm; ike we

would sell hot dogs and cake or emething Lo

Make sane money.... So when (my hutband) had

his heart attack and wasn't working, Sister had

said to me, if they got in the lunch program

there, would i be interested in working and

said yes. But at the time truthfully I didn't

know I was going to get paid for it. I was just

going to help out. Then when the lunch program

came in- Sister said I-would get paid, well,

that VW an extra bonus.

Parents of this type do not consider themselves components of the author-

ity structure, however. The schoOI-they see as being run by the principal and

the faczdty and the 1-...arish clergy.- As 71..s-;-E. -zut it lat. , ": f,r1.2:

should be, and if you didn't agree with that you wouldn't send your child to

'34
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Catholic school." Nevertheless, the school faithfully represents the norms

and values of-working clAss families like the R's, and if the school deviated

from them substantially, parents would at least exercise the power of pulling,

their children out.

Schoolwide Organization of Activities

Since the school is so qmAlT, there are very 'few activities rarticipated

in by an the children at any one time, but there is an overall sense of ccm-

munarorganizationamparent.the different classrooms= The children in the
. .

e

morning first come in through the playground for security and organizational
_ .

reasons; The ':.rents are not let in through .the gate, only the children;

This is done so that, as the trincipai once cut it, teachers will not be both=

.

eted and can go about their daily 7he students do nct enter in lines,

they simply Come in the gatei IlaIk through the -plao.round, and fihd their

Classroom= After putting auay their Coats andthinas thp general tastern is

that they sit down at their deSks Fh±1e the teacher takes care of organiza-

tonal business such as collecting notes and taking attendance.-

Activities then begin for the day; Midway in the morning; there is a

break; The younger grades are herded to the lavatories, and then come tack to

the classroom for a snack. In the upter grades, the break consists cf free

time for students to mill around and talk to one another. In both cases, the

break is between 10:15 and 11:CO, and lasts no longer than 15 minutes. From

break ending until lunch, instructional activities continue.

lunch is one of the few school wile activities. it is handled_:, in twos

shifts -- first the youncer grades cne tc four then the c7;,r grs_

--(five to eight). Within= these two shifts, all children come down to the
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it at the same time, eat together;-leave-thi lunchroc-, go to the

ground and engage in various acti'ities, and then go back to their classes.

During the cafeteria period, they line up and buy their lunches, and then

ploceed-tc-seats-inditated_by_ateacher. The teachers tell the children where

to sit, although the-seating wrangements are not necessarily the same fr.=

day to day. After the children have cleaned un, the teacher gives each table

a signal -- meanina they can go outside. The children throw their garbage

away and go out to the playground.

The playground is sex segregatedi with the boys =one side and thegirlt

on the other. There -.have been few complaints abott this; even among the

adolescents. If contact with the other sex is desired, the children have ways

--- ---__
of initiating and sustaining it. For examnle; as

;

a teacher'stadk was ttrned,

a: girl *o wanted to play basketball went over to 'the boy's side and shot sane -_

baskets. EVentually two other girls joined her. Since there was only y-one

teacher on aizty0 this all Went unnoticed.. The girls, however; were always en

sharp lookout and were very aware of the teacher's rosition, and the'likeli-

hood that other staff members might'beon their way-outside. A soon as the°

trio caught sight of the principal entering the playgrotndi they fled back to

tie girl's side. None of this seemed to bother them very much.

At the end'of recess; the teacher on duty rings a bell. The children

'must stop wherever they are and keep silent; Amazingly; this rule is followed

to the letter with no apcarent'sanctions outside of an occasional reprimand.

With the ringing of a. second bell, the children fall in line according to

their classrooms. A teacher then leads each line back to its classroom for

.

afternoon activities. The children Itt 'away rear i'c'ings, go to. their sep.ts

and the teacher4.after Waking a few announcement 0 sets up the afternoon ?gel --
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da. There is some additional instruction in the basic -subjects, but mostly

activities such as art; music; choir, and gym are pursued.

Interestingly, there is no written policy, nor any set of statements at

the- beginning 9f the year from the princiraI that this rarticular order -of

events shoula-Pfe-vairlin-a±1----the-classr_ooms_._ Only_the beginning and ending of

the school-day, and the lunch periods, are uniformly prescribed. Some activi-

ties are scheduled around the gym teacher. But in general, every classroom

has a break at slrost the same time in the morning, has a similar p tern of

inStructional activities -- that_is, reading and mathematics in the morning,

and social Studies, gy=4_ music, and art in the Afternoon -- without any

policy initiative from the principal-. In is the princfraa Parti cularly

valued the ;fact that what the teacher did in her classroom was up t-u her as

long 25 she kept control, and tFveht the prescribed curriculum. The teachers

_

themselves chose to follow a common format.

Classroom Organization

In this section, we will focus on the internal organization of two

claSaes that were selected for a developmental contrast -- 2nd and eth grades.

The description will provide a background for the analysis of peer grour

structures in those two grades.

Organization of Second Grade

Second grade Consist of 25 students; ._a teacher J-1S. C.); and an aide (Ms.

3;); The classroom is located on the 2nd floor of the Annex, serarated by the

Playground from the main school 11.:,ilding; ChilPrRn

Creaky s tairs to rea0h their class.

- steep fIi,tht of
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Second grade has two rooms -- its regUIar classroom, and a learning

Center -- left over, In both smirit and materials, from an omen classroom Del-

icy favored by a mrevious principal. The new teacher, had received college

training in learning centers, so NW willing and able to keep the Center go-

Firtt grade presumably also has access to the Center, but has never been

----Observe,3, _to _use it.

Most of the materials in the Center consisted of games reinf,)rcing 'basic

skills in reading, spelling, and arithmetic. 1.Tany of these games were con-

structed by the aide, Ms. B., several years back. It sometimes: aptears, how-

ever, that only children already competent in the basic have access-to

the reinfbroetent. C. established the rclicythat children have to =LI-
r

plete their basic classwork successfully before being a71 -loweeto Do into the

Center. Thus, ohiliren most 'in need of extra reinforcement sc-et. 4m.=.3 fated

to obtain it. As one child reported to the researcher:

I just started going my work and Ms. was waiting;

At firSt I didn't understand how to do our language so

she said this is howwe-do our lesson. SO he St--4,1 do

like they do. Ybu match the word, -they Match each

OtherIike the compound Word and then I had to copy my

hotework'and' It was almost close and I said I hope I

get finished bef6re,olose and I went in there and I

didn't- even get to do nothing and .the. next thing the

Center was closed.

The researcher's notes from the first week in COtoter icat 'thc ceal

and academic character of Center particimation.
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I walked in the Center and.aqked ES. B., the aide, hoW

the room was set up. She said she had different ac-
a-

tivities planned for each particular child in this

room, even though the room looks to be just...set up

. for children to do anything they wanted. to ao.-

the games seem to be educational. I'd say -about half ....-

of:thempre made by the staff.

I waited around the room fbr the children to enter; at

10:15, in came running-Hbbert; Tom, and all. Bill

was called out later-by MS. C. to join a rea.ling
_ .

group. I wasstanding on the window wide of the room

.1getching the kids come in, rign. next to a table with

a game board on it. The three boys sat down and

started to ploy, and asked me if I would join, and

aocr.desced. .jhe three of us played the game. I was

s modified version of rarcheesi. Robert understood

all the rules. 'There was a starting point for all of

our little markers -- we each had two markers. Tobert

told me that you had to'roll a five in order to get

out of your starting gate and proceed around the

board. He seemed to also know that you coula get a

five in two ways: either by a combination of the

dice, or five on any one single die. In that case,.

you could use the number' on the other aie as your move

number; I couldn't tell if Tom understood the rules

or not, but.Robert explained them very -He knew



allthe.ins and outS--. We didn't run into a situation

t_ where the rules would be,called into auestion....

After thatgame.I went to where Beth alp ITanoz. mere

playing Nancy tried to piece the puzzle

together by-using.A strategy of 'finding. corners, or

.
'ends' as she called them. It was a Sauare puzzle

and she only picked two ends at a time and then tried

to piece' together the middle parts- These Dazzles

also had another Way of solving them: following the

story Iine. There wasr-a-ttory-printed on each one,

and if you could follow the story you could piece the

puzzle together. Neither child followed that stra-

tegy;;:;

Kathy came over and started talking to me, eventUaIly

asked- me if I wanted to play a game- .-L.toId her to

pick one out. this particular game was a fumy -tThe

game that consisted cf 3-letter words, the initial

letteron a set of cards, and the it two letters on

A different set of cards, and you had to match them

up: If you didn't gec a match, you hiN1 to draw anoth-

er card. It .was surprising to note that, the children

-didn't know...when aparticular configuration was not

a word. They could recognize familiar words, but they

had trouble parsing out the -nomords. 1 thout an

adult there, someone who knew the nonwords, de-
__
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batable whether or not they could actually play that.

game. At any. rate, Kathy explained all the rules to

me:

.,

. Tom came over and asked tcpagy.... Tom had played

this game before, but used none of the strategies,

ending up'with six cards at the end. I did-glance at.

``his cards-, Ee had many, many that he could have used,

but he kept drawing cards. 'I don't -know whether or

not this was because-he didn't know words, or because
- -

he 'didn't know the strategy of the game.....

At any rseemed to have three or four floaters'

around me; Beth and _Nancy; as: soon as they 'saw us

playing; took up a=game next to us; There vas a: gccd

crowd around the whole table of about six children..

Ms. B.' noted that. starting tomorrow she Would assign

the kids tasks, and split Ur the different groups;

e hated that Don's group was aucous; and

that she wanted to,get them under control,: Aprarently

there will soon be social structure

freeform setting.

j

imposed on this
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Back in 'the re- ar'classroom,,desks were a.-11-anged in various con-figura,-

tions during the yeari but most often the teacher had them arranged in a hor=

seshoe shape, each row being aoirt, '3 desks deep. Each child. was assigned a

aesk, but these assignments .were reriodicall4 shuffled as a way of

discipline.; If MS. B. or. Ms. C. thought a child was etting too noisy in con,
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cert with another child, those children were-serarated. A chronically noisy

child was it into the rear of the room, isolated from others. As an excerpt

from an interview with Ms.,C. indicates, the teacher worked conscientiously to

'find ecological solutions to what she viewed as social Problems.

Researcher: These desks- have been arranged the way they are

since September, right, for; the most part?

Ms. C.: It's very funny that you'd mention that because

I'm sitting here right now thinking of another

arrangement to make; This arrangement is bad.

At this point it's bad -- I think not so much

the arrangement itself as they've been sitting

among the same people long enough now that so-

dally they interact 'with .those people and

they're having a good time. Especially the in-

dow side. 1?ore than anybodyelse that group so-

cially is just blossoming in the last terse

weeks.... I have moved people; but I :haVen't

moved' the whole class,_ and that's' something that

is coming. It's been needed. It's just with

everything else going on I-haven't gotten to

that. I told them today that there is going to

be a surprise t66orrow and there is.

Procedurally; the day went as followt. Children entered the

various times between 8:3C and 8:45, put their coats away, and

particular rule in 2nd grade was that they had,to get their desl-
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at down. A

in order and



sharpen 'ray pencils before the start of the day. At precisely quarter to

nine, the teacher would stand up and offer a-prayer and the Fledge of Allegi

ance and ther. ask for any notes tram what she called "the window side" of the

room. The "window side" and "the blackboard side" were split roughly' down the

middle of the roam. Ms. C. regularly.used those designations as part of her

organizational framework, so the children had to locate themselves as to which

part of the room they belonged to. Fs. C. wotId.reguIrly call: "t side

of the room, do you have any notes.or anything to take down to the office?"
.

These Children would come 1110 to her desk and give her notes, and then she

would cell for the blenkboard side. After this, she would make any announce

ments that needed to be lade and then language arts activities would commence.

MS. C. would begin by calling for one of the reading grouts to zc into

jhe back of the roc m, to a set of desks used exclusively for thst turpose.

Children in the group would move back with their reading bodlcs-, a rule beihg

that they were not allowed to oxen these books until the teacher_,old them to.

Mt; C. would then go through a lesson, for example. a lesson en the difference

\.

between long and Short vowels, and then: the children would take turns reading

aloud around the circle of deski.

This small group instruction time never lasted longer than about 20

minutes. Meanwhile, the aide was watching over-the rest of the room, where

the children were doing worksheets on such topics as distinguishing between

action words and nouns; Usually t-o reading groups were scheduled between

9:00 and 10:15, When the universal break occurred, as described previously.

At about 10:30, children .who had finished their .worksheets, and who were

caught t i their reading, :::ere a2lowec to 070.4:C C.erater.

who were not finiShed had to stay in the classroom proper and continue work
_
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Some. children also were scheduled for reading groups during Center hours; At

approximately 11:00i Center activity and reading groups and worksheet assign,-

ments ended, and mathematics started. This was usually a brief lesson and a

workbook assignment. The children were then charged with completing this' as=

signment over the next haIf-hour, and- anything they did not finish had to be

done for homework.- The Center was closed during math, but the children who

finished early were,generally free to socialize. At 11:30 lunch be,,,..an, as

described above.

The 2nd grade teachers used four\main ways of sanbtioning the children.

The first involved a behavior-modification=type point system. A pumpkin (or a

snowman, or a leaf, etc., depending upon the season) was :lased on each

child's desk. If the child misbehaved, the pumricin was taken away.

pumpkin :stayed on a desk for the ::'role day, the child was given a check on

list hanging by the front i_oor. Children :to kept their pumrins for an en-

tire week were given a special prize. Children who kept their.rumnkins for a

month got an even better prize. As a rule, the children'kept closewatch on

-who were "pumpkin persons".-

A second sanction was loss of Center priviler.

A third was banishment to a desk at the back the room.

The final type was more subtle;: and is best preSented through a play-by-

play description of the type of game ItTs. C. favored. \The chi form were often.

_

observed to play games. like this. From the researcher's notes:

At 1:58 the game is set up: It's a 'who can make it

into the cesket' ty7e of thing, -A ,ariaticn on:

_Iirastdbasketball. The milk carton is set UD in th



front of the room and .54 inches awe* from that a line

is marked off by an eraser. The children have to

stand behind the eraser and throw another eraser into

the .baSket. If they make it, they get a point for

their team. If they don't make it they don't get a

point and there is a penalty, in that someone has to

ask "them aMath fact and they have to answer correctly

:else they lose a point. These math facts are like

subtraction and addition facts from one to ten. The

person Who. as the penalty.auestion then takes the

next turn. ?or team, 'she is first, and -she

makes a basket. ; terry' messes. Fred cheers botl-i---ts

amd gets a reprimand from the teafther. reg- sets the.

penalty auestion." She asked 10 minus- 2.

answers 6. Meg then misses. Ann- gets the .w.maIty

question. She asks 10 minus three and Meg says 7.,

Tam gets the first penalty question on this particular

series, but /he. just says 5. Ned misses and Robert

gets the penalty. Ee says 5 plus 7 and Ned says 10.

Jean is the next one axle she gets it. men Rose

misses. Kathy gets the penalty. She aSks 10 minus 8

and Rose- replies 2 Robert is the next.:ong and .he

gets it in; Everybody cheers. It is now three to

zero in- favor of the window side. I just realized

that- -'.weer is

necessarily take--the turn -;----It's Bill's turn and he

41.
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gets it. Robert gets yelled at by the teacher. She

sags; ,'Yau're going to lose a point for your team.'

She asks To and Fred to it up straight. She says

she can't call on them when they're not sitting up.

Next is Mike's turn and he misses. At 2:C4 the penal-

t7 -question is asked by Ned -- 10 minus 7. lake

answers 3. Nancy's turn next. AII of a sudden -Team

loses a point due to all their talking. It's from Ro-

bert and that part of the room. Nancy gets it at

2:05. Then Susan gets it and so it's now three to

one. Tam misses it The penalty question is by Fred.

Ee says, 'Ten take away, um, can r do 12? 15?" Come

one, Fred, the teacher says. 'I'll give y ou a count

of three.' Right at that point he says 10 take away 4-

MS. C. aWards Team 2 a point; sayina.that Fred was too

late . with the auestion: Everybody en Team 2 says,

'See Fred?'.

A few months later, the researcher noted:

The teacher still biases her :.awe calling, her =.turn

taking types of things in these Ames by calling on a

certain number of children. It would be interesting

tativein the next month to do sKald-tert--ed`qUtlffa

count in terms of who-gets called on the most in the

class. I-could-probahly name three or four.... There

is a definite ranking given out by the teacher in the
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aid-grade along dimensions of perceived intelligence

and cooperation, ability to listen and follow direc-

tions. It's also an interesting factthaf some kids

get completely ignored because they're not at the bot-

tom or the top of the status rankings.

4
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The teacher's manipulation of "wins" and "losses", then, was a basic mode

of cIassroom-control .

trganizationofElOth,lrade

Eighth grade consisted of 26 students; the teacher (Mb. A.) and an aide .

(Ms; 1 ;) Shared with a lower grade.

_Ms. A. was not a Catholic. Cne cone :mance of this Was'eometimes fault:

Observance of both the. letter arid the spirit of certain religious customs.

For examtle, she forgot special Catholic events; and ended up not having.

prepared her class for them, or being late. Several times during the year

when the brought her class into church, she uas reprimanded (later, by the

principal) for its unruliness. The children were slouching and uhispering

.

largely, as it turned out, because MS. A. had forgotten to separate the boys

from the girls, as had.been done in the past. As she later described it to

the researcher

When I first came here I took the kids to church. I

just lined them up and sat them down as they came.

They were supposed to sit boys in one section

girls in another. It it seemed really ..-;razy ts me.

I remember when I first took them, they were kind of



4 confulsed about the Way I was taking them. They were

used to the boys in front; and then the girls, and

then the teacher. I got really annoyed becauSe they

kept saying they couldn't sit there.

In additidn, MS. A. allowed her students to make their own tea, and thu8

have beverages within the room at certain periods, notably during the morning

break, and. sometimes even during class. This was not done anywhere else in

school, and was particularly frowned upon by the Principal and by the 7th

grade teacher,Sr;

Ns.-A. also' had a radio/stereo combination that was for recreational

rather than instructional turpoSet. There were very few items within the

school that existed just for recreation. The player was eventually tolerated, .

by the rest of the teachers,. but it was never condoned.

Finally, ES. A. dressed casually, sometimes even wearing eans., when

she was displeased she used the same. swear words permitted in the class. The
.... . ........ "".

class had agreed to permit "damn" and "shit:, bUt no others. There were no

reports that any of the other teachers, much less the princitaI, knew about
_

With one exception.. ihe 8th grade followed the general sOhopl routine.

The exception! was thatfro= 9:00. to 10:15. the entire.8th:grade moved to the

7th grade room .for mathematics and science. Fere is a description of some

events during that period:

-The taSk is on different notations for ri-1*,tir.1-4-6.--t4-on

using brakets. example Sr. M. puts up on the

board is 2 x (3 x 5 She gem. 'Can it 'be 2 C5.



5 About 15 hands show no. Cne boy.in front of me

says yes and the rest are silent.... The task moves

to the workbook session. It is to read the number in

the book and then-add one to it: Sr. M. goes around

the root syttematically. First person i8 Alice. She

_can't read 189,999 EverYboy s hand is raised. Sr.

-
M. picks Edwin and he reads 190,000. Cne of the kids

in the circle used 'and' when reading the numbers,

such as 50,000 and 99. Poland perks up and-notes that

the boy used 'and.' Sr. M. then told the boy that

the use of 'and' connotes a decimal point. Sr.

then corrects the boy for using 'hunnert.' She says,

'Don't slide, say hundred.' Ee12!1it.7__As_

egaill:a5the..:____rlasslatEs. The next person is Micha-

el and the task changes to reading a number and then

subtracting 1, telling the number that comes before

it; The problem is 4,700. Michael says, 5,800. Then

300. Sr. M; asks him what comes before 700 and he

says. 600;. Then she. says; 'Well; what comes before

4, 7p0 ?' He answers 300:.Mich2elts-neXt guess is 6,900

and his-next gless is 1,CCO. Sissy says something to

him and Michael says, 'ShUt up!' and looks-upset. Fi=

naIly, Sr. M. counts up from 4,690 to do it for him.

He finally gets from 4,699 to 4,700. MiChael gets

CCeitaV _e said SCO,CCe, 7.1 =.:n he gums--,e

and then 999: Sr;- M. finally giyes the anszer:

5



999,999T-. Machael .1.-eats. 9,999 anyway; Sr;. m;

demonstrates.. at the board bY writing the result ard .

adding pneiWhen the operation actually reauired i8

subtraction. While doing this; she says, 'One and

nine. is ten, carry one.'' Since the number is 999,999

this is done=--six times; Tne whole class chants the

answer each time she says 'Carry one.'

At.10:15, 8th grade came back to their own classrocm for their break;

This essentially was a free time to v _lends. Pr 10:30 or so until

studieslunch, 1 -__ al sdsocitudies vere-canducted, alt-vi-c..1-1 this wrAt

Sometimes -social studies w carried en into the afternoon. 'After.variable.

lunch,the afternoon was divided into two-seizments. First, in their

was either reading or social'atudies. After that, they moved to the

rob for religion and art. SOmetimes gym was also scheduled for the

_

noon, outaide With.an 1.1nd-el-graduate in a local college thysica,. eauca,,ion -ore- .

gram Be was a former student at St. Atigelatto lived-in the neighborhood, and _7

knew all., -children well.

The following final excerpt from the researcher's. 8th grade notes pro==

vides the flavor of the afternoon session, and also introduces some irdiv5th.:=-

als who aie important to later sections of this report.

I entered the 8th grade at about 1:30. Theteacher

was at. the front-of the room to the right of her deiki

in; a. chair. The aide was sitting at the desk. They

were involved in a lieVitter mask %tete

had to take the daLLy paper, cut out a sports article,

o
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and then answer some question on what it meant to win

and -lose, and whether or not the event was reported

accurately: .Ellen gets up to ask a question concern

ing the article, then Carrie gets up, and they're sit

ting behind: each other. They are the only two people

that ask questions. They are also two of the better

Students....

baiiflfle comes inland says that the rzincipaI is ppicing

for Jajksand Iouise to ran some errands and two other

peotle. Imo. A. names Ebb and Patrick- to go. I am

sitting in the rear flex-C.-to Albert. David walks by

and Albert says, 'Fey Dave, I hit_ nudbers last

night in the lottery.' Albert pulls out the tickets

and explains how he got $25 on a 25 wager, and shows

the numbers.:..

At this point Maria and Sarah are sitting in the same

desk together. These desks are not designed for two

people. They are doing the task but I don't see the

newspaper on the desk. They seem to be using some

kind of colored pencils to do something. John comes

over and borrowS some pencils; goes badk to his seat,

then comes over and eXchanges some pencils for another

tet. This ;all ,,haters for abOUt a .sixtysecond--

_period. `aria and Zarah are sitting there,.. zcing

through their papers together ouietly. Maria then

=
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holds up the paper. Sai&I then out a pencil

case and puts all the penCiIs away. lacy then hands a

calculator to rah and Sarah is looking it Aver.

L. then Says 'Where -are you supposed to go thit

8ftermoon? : Maria doesn't shout it out, but sad?

'I'm going to heaven.' Sarah coughs; and Pue5

Over On the'other side of the room Chrissy is around

her friends. Sie seems to have ;finished. She' is maw=

ing little Christmas :cresents. Ca.reiVafly wrapped lit==
,

tle boxed with ribbons. I don't ow if they are ac-

tually .presents or if they are for the bid -1-etin boa.rd.

The afternoon reg,Lzlarly is -ar,orcoriate to bulletin

board activity. Then there Is an argument between Iu-

ella and Chrissy. *Luella around the room,

quietly, but wandering around on her own. accord, Vhile

there is a discussion between the teacher and the rest

of the clats about :whete to go and that to' do

.afterrpon. NobOdy seems to knoir. IueZla yells out;

'Amt. send &II of them o'vet Sr.- WS ,Then

John' says something; and she ,says; 'Johni. I wish' you

shut up and :stop.' Ms.. L. leaves to fwd out exactIy"`

what = is going to happen; Luella &oyes to the battik of .

1
the (-1 AAS grid says, 'Chrissy, you kriow where the

erasers are at' John, mind your busines8.'

couldn't hear John say .?.r.,3rthinar. It seeriPd.Til,.:e

la. was ;just pic..r.g. on him en a lar-ge -amatzat of

I



conversation breaks'out across the. room; Carrie eiid

Ellen. Mb. then enters the room, again-and says,

'Five of two, choir in Sr. M's roam.' She then no-

,tices all-the nevsaperS all over the floor due to the

cutting tagb. She says to the entire group, 'Do you

'keep' your hoole'like that? Cutting ap paper and leav-

ing it on the floor?' The whole class responds no.

MS, L. moves to the baCk of the room and thro
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.dobr to her little section in the rear of the room.

DUring this time IRS. A. is telling the kids that they

had better keep quiet because they are going to.get an

absignment and it's getting near to ffve of two. A

social studies assignment is given gut.. It is to r,,ed

a certain section and make tap five questions;

:6ba.ys, 'You. maY start on it noI; if you like.' , Pat and-
_ .

Luella are talking to each other. -Idella has- come to
`-

the back' of the room and is now sitting next td

Chrissy in her desk. Iucy, who it in the.seat in the

upper right-blind corner next to .Iuella, says, 'What

-unit was it?' ..And aella.says1.--'Nhydon't you look at

what you did last niiiTt?:.-Tal.i're so stupid: If ypu

look at that you did last night you can figure out

what the next undt-it from that.' Then Chrissy raises

her hand and aas Mb. A., "What unit is the spelling

".
test .on tomorra ,;?' ,;1h.= teat-her --y-, '4_j,'

says to lucy, pointedly, sturid.
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Luella then goes over to Maria at the righthand Lack-

board and' puts up the ribbon curled up that she and -

Chrissy were working on. The class is involved in

making bulletin boards again.... It is now 1:50=

Suzanne comes back now and it in front of Chrissy

and reports on her conference with the principal. All

_ _

of, a sudegh Carrie and.CaroI and Luella also come over

and listen. Luella then exits back to the brill-et;-n

board (rear rigbthand) and starts looking at the high

school papers that are posted:: there. Tow Suzanne

moves to the front of the,rocm and reports to Plaria.

_
She says something, to Maria and Maria gets real upset

Suzanne goes :back to and Luella says; 'You .kncu

she'll start crying.' Suzanne: goes back to Maria and

Mikes a consoling gesture and get8 the cold shoulder.

At that point the principal entei-s the' rocs and.starts
I

talking about choir. After the principal exits, Luel-

la gets- the broom and starts to sweep. At 1:55 the

choir starts out. About half the class is /eft and,.

the teacher starts' to take roll to find out who%is-

here and..who isn't. Luella ds sweeping in the back.of

the Troom by now. She says 'EVerything I sweep, I

keep, unless somebody claims it. As she suseps Pat 's

-pen ftcm underneath -the desk. Pat turns around-atd

gives her a questioning2stare. Luella posses .alcnc._

leaves the pen cut in the middle cf the room where the



rest of the trash is. As soon asIuella is gone,

gets out of her. desk, up the pen, and reclaims

it. Iuella goes up-the next aisle, comes down that

sane aisle. Sarah ie=in-the way. .She says, 'm go-

ing to sweep throuah you if you cow* --mve.' Sarah

points out 'that there: is enough °cm. "Luella, with

'one large sweep, rushes everything into the back of

the roam. 'Whole sections of the newsrater. Sarah has

papers and the calculator on her deSk. She gets up

off the floor and out of her desk then. She ash- the

teacher if the board can be erases ar.d s. A. says

okay. Barry is called to the teacher's desk. "How

did you get these answers?' aucanne is sittirz in the

aisle in front of Harry. ,He goes oVerzto her and 1:.S.

A. says, 'This is shit, pure shit. You ha-oe un means

under .or below.' Ithink he was supposed TO define ui

like United Nations. She says, ";ihen you want to do .

it right, okay.' Harry comes back and as he raises

.

his foot up he hits SUsanne on the head With his foOt.

Suzanne reacts sharply. She is in the aisle; casually

cleaning her desk out and reading. There really

little reason, for .. her to 1e there. .Eerbiei. a 7th

grader; then gets up to -sharpen his pencil.. The !
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teacher says; 'Pencils are not sharpened atthis time.

You're suptcsed to db that at homErocm. in the morn- y/

ing.' and Chrissy now join Sarah erasing' -the



board. Chrissy puts the presents she's been making on

the chalk ledge....

Sarah and Luella then decide to wash the board. Duel=

1a writes her name with a damp cloth on the board ana

then washes it. Sarah preceded all of this by going

out for a bucket of water without asking anybody.

Louise is still gone on an errand. Chrissy is now

handing out assignments that were completed and

CheCkedi I assume. Now Sarah brings the sconge back

and, Luella has one too. 3Oth are washing individual

desks. Kren is called to the desk and the teacher

says, !There did you get these answers?' The same

kind of thing goes by, but her work is not caIled

shit. Suzanne comes by, says hello, maces over to the

'right rear board, and looks at all the parers. Luella

and Chrissy come back directly behind my

down the rear bulletin board.... Ms.

called to the office by the princi

2:15,or so. Sarah was in and cut getting water.

fact she had spilled a great deal of it in front of

desk and take

A. was then

. This is about

in-

the board before the teacher left and Ms. A.

this \puddle of water on the floor and made some kind

noticed

of reference to urine and that, it had better be

cleaned up and Where was Sarah and Sarah wasn't thera,

and that it had better be cleaned ti

got' back; Sarah did enter the room about 10 Minutes

the
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later and Luella and Chrissy both'got on her case

clean up the water. There wasgroft conversation dur=

ing this whole time. Three people in th!:pack of the
-14

roam were engaged in Ioud conversation,-but there were

at least three : times when they exhorted the--;45st cT

_ .

the group to keep culet, in articular the 7th

graders. They talked about hots they couldn't keep

quiet and haw their 7th grade president should have

been trying to keep their group quiet, ana how they

were stupid, and how they looked like little babies.

Iuelln- made several references to their immature at

earances; They also talked about Albert being'frcm

Italy .and this was in the context of the 7th graders

being so stutid and some particular kids being held

beck acourle of grades and how nobody learned haw

read and write and haw are these kids'goirg to end up

being in the job market or elected offices or even in

class offices being ablb to read...:

choir group comes back and there id a lot or com=o7

tion. Somehow Farry ends up with a lack Me Please

sign on his back. He goes up to the teacher and gives

some kind of assignment to her. Ch his way backs.

A. notices the sign on his back and demands that who NN

ever did it come up with some kind of explanation or

apology.' Suolnne is =roc,,--zerl :n

.

The whCle room gets silent. Suzanne then volunteers
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that she in fact put the sign on Earry,:s back. Ys. A.

---demands that she go make an arology to Earry. Suzanne

drops the dustpan, makes a loud noise, and doesn't ex
,

actly stomp back to where Harry is, but moves to the

--

badk of the room rather cuicklyi takes the sign tff

his back, crumples it up, gives it to him, shakes his

hand and, says, 'I'm sorry,' very briefly and quietly.

You can just about make it out. The she gees beck,

picks up the broom and starts sweeping again. The

,rest of the class gets itself together,and goes back

to its normal routine of discussion.

To conclude, we have described the milieu within wnich, the veer n.twtrk

functioned at two grade levels. "It can be seen that there were many cm-tort-an=

sties for Children to interact with one another, tC learn about the OtttS -and

benefits of associating with one another, and to exmeriment with Social for=

mats -- despite the fadt that St. Angela's is a tnaditional parcchial school.

c58
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Development" of Peer Grouping

In this section, we will-discuss-the evolution of the peer structure from

2nd to 8th grades. Asa preview of our findings it can be noted that peer

.groups as such were not found at the-2hd grade level. Instead, we found only

overlapping pairs of friends.- Peer groups were found at Eth grade level, and

the reasons fbr their emergence will.be discussed. In generalOhe two main

fo rmative factors were cognitive development and ecological tresszre.

Teacher - Organized Groups _

Upon entering the school, we were impressed with the number of grouts

present at any time of the day. The classroom itself was a formal grout

within the wider school organization. Within the domain of the classroom,

other associations existed.' 'The teacher organized the students in many ways:

there were sUb:!ect matter grouts (i.e., reading, math, etc.), ability grouts,

procedural -groups ("Row 1 may now stand.in line to go to lunch"), cafeter4a

seating groups ("These students must eat at table 4")., 'and extrcurricUIsr

groups (drama club; the tracks team, etc.), to name ortly.a few;

Students also formed groups not influenced by the teacher -- networks of

friendships that were bounded and that regulated.social ifiteractiOn. The .

school never reauired the children to form these groups. In fact, when they

noted a peer grout, they set out to control it.

One of our goals was therefore to describe the camtlex relations between

the formai classroom groups, and informal peer networks.

Our initial research Questions were the following

gr oup

(a) What,

d hqw w4-th a:7e 'n th= c2s17:i:enrn?

come.more formal or r=riPin loosely structured? (b) If peer organization does
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evolve with time, what^proCesses are responsible for this change? (c) EOr7 is

the development of the peer group related t- the larger School and classroom

organization?

Descriptive accounts of the did and Sth grade at St. pTovided

the raw data for answering these auesticns.

What Constitutes A._ :17-'0,ar GrC111)1

What do we mean by the term peer group? acme theorists define a group as
.

those who reciprocally name one another as friends on a SociOmetric oueStibn-

naire (Moreno, 1960; Halligan, 1980). Others are Skeptical of the sociometric

questionnaire's validity, and insist that a group must be measured using

bdie.Vibral and social interaction measures (Bales, 1950; Gottt=n

19S0). Social psychologists,, on the other hand, define a group ss more than- a

network of associations (Sherif,1954). For them, grouts exi=t only if sharea

attitudes and norms exist. "Sociologistarticularly exchangethecrists,

think that a group's function ( .g., a work soup) determ ines its :formation

and structure (t: tans, 1951). According' to functionalist theory; groups

should form When.they are profitable. If a job can be done more-efficiently

by a group than by anindividual, the group will form.

Symbolic interactionists, such as Berger and Luck= (1967).. define

groups as social constructions. According to these theorists, groups do not

exist separately-from people's mental representations of them. We, as outsid-

ers, can note the interactions, associations,.and shared attitudes. Thi is

matters little unless those observed actually define themselves as a particu-

lar type of group. olio interactionists say that the me?nir4 p.ople give

to social organization is th,z. .5
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Our definition of the term group has five aspects.
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group is a. set of persons with shred beliefs and attitudes.

The members constitute a bounded, stable tyStem.

3. This system can be observed via common activities recurring

behavior patterns, and sometimes public symbols.

4. A group it be functional for some environment over and above any

adaptation by individualt.

5; A group can be said to exist only if the individual members are

able to characterize their activities as such.

An initial problem is to determine when. the foregoing conditionS ,have

been met._ dyad couldMeet the conditions, yet that dyad -.light b4 conven=

tionally described as a friendship. Comrared to friendships, =curs have cr=

ganization and rublic identity. Although friendships may be :*:billy affirred

(for example, in. the marriage ritual), these symbols are limited to the

private domain. For a friendship to exist, it is not necessary for it to te

procla±med publicly (Sennet, 1978).

Peer Organization in the Second &aide

What kinds of groups existed in the 2nd grade? In gene .al, the type of

group specified under our working definition was not found within this class=

room. Instead, there were overt appi^ sets JaffriendshIp "airs which only a-0=

proximated a formal group.

:he friendshir. pairs in the 2nd grade had four distinc':

First, they were sex Stratified. Second, few recurrin sets of friendships
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existed. Third; friendship relations were characterized by, a linear status

hierarchy. And finally; personal associations tended' to be _cortc,xt.derendent.

Sex stratified groups. All friendshits within the 2nd. grade were between

children of the same sex. faxed-sex activity seIdoM occurred. Boys oral girls

were generally required to play on separate parts of the playezround. Even

when they wandered into each other's territory, they stontanecuSly kept a

sex-segregation rule.in force. The girls did not want the boys around; and

chased them away.

Ann:' All the time the bop come down here that's

the girls part and 'Lisa tells us to, um; chase

them up there, and we do., and they run.

While within-six group: activities included organized games,- cross-sex

tivities were limited to brief chases on the tlayground.

Researcher: Now what aboUt.you and Todd on the cn the play-

ground. Do you every play with Todd?

Nancy: Uh-huh. Me and Lisa always chases him_ around

an' all, all fiver the playground:

_Furthermore; when the lunch seating was determined by free choice over a

set of four tables, boys and girls never chose to sit together-

The children described their relationships in a similar manner. When we

asked what friendships -existed in the class, all of the children responded

with a sex-stratified account.

the girls al

them are a group.

tcgct?..7,r; cy
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Researcher: Like all of them are a group?

Ned: Lisa, everybody's with Lisa. Everything

she does they do. They always stick together:

Researcher: Is it all the girls?

Ned: UhhUh.
_ .

14 gave a similar account of the bays.

and

Researcher: That are same of the groups of friends in your

classroom?

Dee: Beth, Nancy, Ann, Jean and Tanya.... Ned and

Don and Ed an cichn and Robert and Alan and Mike

and a lot ofthe'boys in my class.

There vas an exception to this system :of seXUal stratification. Cne boy

girl, Beth and Ned, had the -only crosssex friendship. This was not

surprising; since trey were similar in may ways. Both students were of hith

status; Each was at the top of the academic rankingswithin the class, and

each was clearly the most popular. This stcltus was so rrpnounced that most of

the children looked up to both of them and considered them friends.

grade teaches noted:

N. C.: I have never seen this before in a school;

have never seen where e. child isso favored over

all other children by his own peers that they'll

f± ht te be with hiM.

Researcher: Ned?

6



M. C.: This is Ned.

Ned liked to chase Beth and her friendt. Eowever, this friendship never

existed outside of the chasing behavior. The rarely comm.unicated with

each other in class, on-the playground, -or in the lunchroom. No one ever re-

torted that they met outside of the school- situation to play. Their fatiliet_

were not interrelated. aft there was a rudimemary attraction: Eeth. and her

friends considered Ned "cute. This suggests that their friendship may have

been an imitation of =ale/female sex roles.

ThiS-Stands in-contrast to the sophisticated cross-sex friendships that

existed in the 8th grade that will be described in a later section.

Friendships. The highest level of organization among 2nd graders was the

friendship Pair. The ttudentt did not exclusively associate with any stable

subset of classmates.. When asked about friendships in the. class, student

responses varied greatly. No two students agreed as to who was friends with

whom. Friendships existed; but groups did not.

Children did not form spontaneous work groups :=th in the classroom --

although they could have eSpecially in the center. As the teacher commented:

The Center-room I don't think is a place where they

actually show a great amount of socializing. Whoever

is available to 'work with them is Who they'll work

with. It doesn't necessarily mean they are their test

friend. There are some 7- there are l'eth and Ann and

Nancy type things -- but then you also have the rest

of the kids who are very -Ailing to work with ench

other.

e
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This undifferentiated or existed on the playground as well.

Beth and Nancy. may have been best'sfrieuds, but they intermixed and played with

all of the other girls. Cn observing the. pl ayground games, we noted the regur=

lar switching of partners and participants: Por-examole, all of the girls

particirated in "monster" games on the playground, where some zirls were the.

monster Who chaSed

sets of friends.

all others; Participation was never limited to certain

When we asked the children to name _-their best friends and other riend
.

ships beside their own, no-stable pattern emerged; At first, children said

_that everyone wasfriends with everyone else, and that there were no exclusive

relations.

Ann: Ianika,

of friends

faTens.

friends.

she's life me, I have my whole class

.... Beth, she has the. whole class for

Everybody has the -.,-ho't. c3-ass for

Everybody likes everybody.

researcher: Are Beth -and Nancy your be

Arm:

t frier ?

Yeah; but the other kids,are still my friends

too; Beth and_Nancy are the best friends

think of.

can

Note the reference t6 thinking. It iS possible that this. hints at thci

pairwise cognitive capPoities . that Piaget refers to in his analysis of the

development of seriation abilities ci,allinan, 1 S60).



Nancy:

Ned:,

I'm friends with everybody in the class.

All the girls stiO:togetner, everyone of

are a group;

Researcher: Like all of them are a group?

trees
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Ned: Like Lisa, everybody's with Lisa, everythinz

does they do. They always stick tozeth.-_-.

The children did affirm that they had best friends in the classroom.

-
However; the friendShips tended to: ce non-reciprocal. There were few mutual.

choices. Each student named different'students as bein best friends.

Researcher: Who are your friends et St.

Nancy:

Ann: (asked to count her friendshits .7e nave ciean;

that's one, Nancy, thetis_two, ne,-that's three;

Dee; that's fbtr, I mean marry , -t'sfour.; and

that's- five.

Researcher: Who are your frienal at St. ela'

Dee: :Well. there's Neig and Kathy and sctetimes Ann

and Yeth and Nancy and I can't think of anybody

else.

The.boys exhibited a similar pattern.

Researcher: ,Do you work with friends at



Robert: . Well sometimes; like most of the time Johnny and

Alan .is the one that like me; Johnny and Alan

We still be working and like we tell each other

that we on and What ye' doing....

Ned: Bill arcs ledke, they are aITsays together.

Researdher: Who are your friends at St; Angela's in the 2nd

Ned:

grade?

Don and filen.
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The children did not identify a distinct network or group. They could

only identify overlapping sirs of friends. mairs never coalesced into

stable groups at any time.

The nature of the 2d grade social StruCtilre as alSo exemplified Irs. he

relation of childten who were Soci ly marginal.

Ms. C.: Meg...has a devil of -a time gettinz somebody to

work with heri; She'll come over to Wan over and

over again and say; 'I don't have a tartner;

don't have anyboev;' ,Then. I lodk around the

room and see who else is kind of drifting and

I'll say to her specifically, gc yak Nan-
-

Not having a partner did not mean exclusion, as it would have if a group

coalesced ag,.inst an isolate., Meg and .7.gancy worked together comfortably even

thoue.h :hey had dir.-17. 1.,e=7 ' fmn-r4A.

cir



The status hierarchy. Although there was no group of ti2ht, Stable rely

tionships, a hierarchical structure was present in each sex group. This

Structure had two characteristics. First, it was linear. In the hierarchy,

I _ _
one or two occupied the tor rosition, while others had middle .or :_ower

Second, the structure led to conflict thong the classroom members.

The teacher noted that Statile rank in the classroom was based on popular-

ity. Popularity, however, was en ambiguous term, and did -11ct, adeouately ex-

plain the process by which a student became well liked.

High status was associated with acaderaic performance, lease Ship ability,

and having at least one .good friend. mach sex group had one high status posi,

_
tion. These were held by lied and Seth; resrectivey. The teacher exrlained

how the first two characteristics made :..ed attractive to other class members:.

the extent that Ned 18 the favorite ter= is

what bothers me when I watch the whole groun.

_don't know if it's been because he was such an

underdog last year, If that caused thit support

.to cothei tho combination of having all this

praise and then-all of the sudden, boom!' Ned'S

a raturalaeader: Ee's'very mature;'he's not

trouble-maker. Ee doesn't fight: I can see why

they latch on to him.

Ned was acimOwledged as, the smartest of the boys, .and had' a strong
/,

friendShip with Don, whd also performed well academically, ale-striking ab-
.

eampliehbent of Ned't rae the fact that he bean amow the toys. Al-.

ingle? 7-Yn-bIdbrztr,i=4.d a.disprate group of other boys;rest
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We Shall detail the genesis ind structure of these "clubs" Iater in this. sec

Note here only that these'"clubs" were not grpups according to oui, de

finition.

Beth bqd the best classroom Performance among the girls. flie finished

more in the reading series than anyone else over the course of the school

year. Beth had a strong friendship with lIancy. Beth Was the boss of the

girls. 'After Ned introduced the club concert, Beth began to organize onecf

her own;

Ann: Beth has told us and she has each name of the

club we're in right? Beth calls the numbers, if

Beth calls their names and they're not com4na

out of -`".le cl,:b =7e:cause they' have

to cane straight to e "rxes.

Researcher: Beth's the boss.

Ann: Right.

Researcher: I'm still having a hard tLmeunderstanding all

Ann:

Of thiS.

Pout have Jean, TanYa, me, Nancy and Rose.

That's five people.

Researcher: Uhhuh.

Ann: And Beth's' the boss. ahe owns he'club, I don't.
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Researcher: Oh, she owns the club. Why does she own the

club?

/

Anh:, ; Because she thotght of it in the first place.

We aIso'obServed Beth's leaderehip on ihe playground. When the girls

-clued "monster;" Beth decided who/Would be the chasers: lIar role of boss

was acknowledged and accepted b all of the 2d grade girls 'on the playground.

. As there were leaders, L, ere Were also outcasts; 'Althotah the two

leaders were- the-better academic students in the class; marginal status did

I
not depend on 16adejeit performance entirely; girls;Neg and Dee were both

'

good sttdentsi- yet occupied low.r positions in the status hierarchy The

teacher' described

Researcher::

Fs. C.

the rh ho menon.

Those two kids are actual-ay alone, and they're

no connected.1... I though Meg micht 'oe part of

a network here.\

She's very much on the fringe, don't you think?

If I had to-dra a. diagram I would rut her over

in a corner all b herself. There'is a spatter-

-T-

ing of interaction with Dee or Stella.

Researcher: I wonder w she doesn't fit in. She :seems to

f be brighti does her work well. Seems to do well

\in class.

MS. -: ',She does. She's a bright kid: you know,

Fonder about this

has Something to do with

.7,t4tuaa,
;,

Both of the



children to some extent are perfectionists.

They exec t much of themselves and they expect

to get everything right:They don't like to get

things wrong. That ursets them. Maybe they see

it the other kids what they don't want to do

themselves and that kind of makes them a. little

more hesitant to go on and be a pdrt-:of the

girls because if I'm. with the girls and they.
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don't-do-things-rign__11!_m_notdoingthinEs__

right either;

Stella and Fred presented different cases. She was a new studen± ;. diffi-

cult to have in class (aCcordina to the teacherand"was iRnored by the:other

children; Stella told us that she didn't have any friends; save for one per-

On (Meg), and that none of the kids likad her.;: She talked with eve:rybcdy;

and joined some of the paayground'aCtiVitits; bUt in general was ignored" by

both sexes.- See had none .of the qualities for entry to high Social status

in the 2nd grade;

Fred was disliked by all of the students excett for a few ether TOw

_ )
status toys .' He was "trouble" for the teacher and was shunned by his peers.

.looking for attention, i-se would run ut.to others cn'the rlaygound'i and punch

at them or yell something nasty; The other chfldren would then report the bad

behavior to the teacher Fred .would then be punished; and the cycle would re-

peat itSelf. Ii0V8tAttIZ in the clePs helped pertettate a vicious cycle; Fred

was eventually suspended on two occasions, and was expelled near the close of

.

8bh-C-01



Although the 2nd grade sta=s hierarchy was linear; not everyone was

ranked. A feW had high status, a few low status, but the bulk of the class

room remained undifferentiated. The majority of ..;he class comretzo for

favor of its "bosses." Different winners would surface each ay.

Ms. C.: Ned i8 the favorite child in the kids' eyes;

He's almost the epitome of elderything that they

ought to be; I don't know; kL1 the kids il-T

fight; Boys and girls alike will fight to. be

beside rim in the line; beside him at lunch; to

play with him in his grout. :hey vet upset with

each Other When one will exclude the other, you

know; like When Don and ard. Ned and Alan and the

boys .are working in the Center room or the

playground or coming in for lunch and oni-, will

push the other one out; -Bad news! They get =

set and they'll push each other and they'll

fight; They don't fight with Ned; but with eacla

other to be the favorite;

Instability of the relationships. Associations in 2nd grade were

context=derendent. Briendshirs formed around activities, and were not stable

over time or place. This was the reason for lack of a clearly defined status

hierarchy; and nonexistence of groups. T:::1 teacher comments:

MS; C.: Usually the other tiles ±at I've seen them;

igt form irc.u7,- i two or tilr4ei

they're not permanent grouts: They're together

72
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for a while and than one or the other will drift

on to another child and into another group of

friends.

On the playground,pairs of children tended to play together. Except for

Fred, individuals were seldom excluded from an activity. MeL.. would 'day withc

Ann for part of the time, then jump rope with Beth or Nancy, the wander about

by herself.

"Clubs". The contention thus far has been that the 2nd graders- were not

organized into corporate peer groups. In the sprung of the school- year, how-

ever, a series of curious events occurred which could have contradicted this

analysis.

In April, we observed a number of boys exchanxing pictures they had

drawn. Al1 of the pictures wee similar. Representations of "superheroes"

and .other cartoon characters were passed around; They toys talked about form

ing- a club around' the exchangeiof these pictures; Several days

teacher mentioned that a "club," called "The Wanderers;" had indeed fon:led;

This apparentlY began as an imitation of teenagers in moo.

Wanderers,- which Ned had seen recently with his parents. The "club" was not

response to any classroom recuirement.

-Ned, Lon, Alan, and,some -other zzys o_ relatively status were

members-of the "club." Red explained haw the "Club" got organized.

Ned : See, cause the whole class, see I made a club,

put all these names in there and anybody who

wanted to do it, and everYbody else started mak

up clu1,8. iik4 Disco cluo. she

like Dragons and Demons, the Warriors.

73
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Ned appeared to have formed a stable, bounded grout, not tied to any rar-

tiOUlar context. If so, the Wanderers should have remained together in the

ltribhrOOM, on the Dlayground, and in the classroom. This was not the case...

With the exception of the friendship nucleus of Ned; Don; and Alan, the "club"

remained an amorphous social entity. Rather, "Cubs" were copl-..ss of adult

grouping activities that the children could not fUIly assimi7.6t6. One joined

a "club" only because of the activities associated with its name not because

it had any spec77.al.function in the classroom or the neighborhood;

Researcher: That were some cf the other clubs?

Ned: He has like his club. He asked me but I said

no. T don't like them guys -- the Kiss club

rock group).

Here we thought

Kiss club, but..."

Ned merit that he did not get'along with

Researcher: Why don't you like them?

Ned: I don't knoW; cause; they just sing terrible.

Ned was not referring to the other children; but to the rock group it
.

self; from which the social organization was Hence, the club" had

the appearance of a formal clgariizaticn; yet was completely detendent on

singular imitated' actibts.fOr its rules and attitudes. The Wanderers "hung

out and looked cool;" the Kiss members liked rook groups, and so forth.

A student Kas a member if ..-/he liked the things the "clubs" imitated. It

rN

join.

to be

74
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The "clubs" also apmeared to be bounded,' with rules for membership and

perticipation. Ned 'and on rlde membership cards andjceptliSts of "club"

members.

Researcher: How did you decide who to let in the.club?

Ned: TheTasked everybody who wanted to be in there

was in.

Researcher: by wasn't Mike in it?

Ned: Ho didn't want to be in it;

This could have been just a way of excluding However, the omen na,.

tore of "ClUb" membership was also noted by otheri.

Researcher: I thouzht best friends were all together

club and l don't understand how one

can be in one club-and you can

and still like each ether.

b:st friend

another.

Ann: You're still best friends. Like if 7'm in

Beth's clut--no, if I'm in Dee's club and

Kathy's in Beth's club we're.-still best friends.

For km, as Ned, "club" membership was not tied to friendship, b*It to ac-

tivity. For the girls, "clubs" fbrmedaround their .,%oss," Beth; for the :cur-

pose of playing during recess. This was fUnctionally indistinguishable from

non-"club" play activities. Tbs children were experimentitR with_a form;of so--

rs=d

see from older children's accounts, this early attempt at assimilation of so-



ciaI forms was an itpOrtant prerequisite the appearance of true peer

groups in adolescence.

Summary

The groups uhich existed in the second grade were sex-stratified overlain-

ping pairs of friendships. A linear status hierarchy existed based on.academ-

ic achievement and teacher approval. The students on the lower rungs of the

.

status hierarchy competed for the attention of those at the tor. The cnilaren

exhibited strong tendencies,to organize socially, but could only imitate

pieces of various adult grouping model-- The Middelt were assimilated to the

children's previous play -7tivity;

How did this assimilation Presage the organizes peer grtUp? l'or this.

ue must look at' the structure and function of gfrcUrs in the Sth grade.

Peer Organization in the 8th grade

The associatiOns of students in the 8th. grade were remarkably different

in form and function from that of the 2nd grade. We were struck by ''re ax

iistence of groups from tne first day of observation in the classroom. From

research notes on the first dgy of tchool:

For convenience sake, I 'Classified the 8th graders

` into three groups. All of the boys sat in the left

front seats. One grout o girls seemed to sit'alq. to-,

gether in the right :front seats; Another group of

girls sat in the left rear seats of the c7assrcon....

. .

The ,gr6tii girls numbered ;about six; They ::ere. doing



___i_mcst of the tPling is the clattrocm- This grout

seems to be in the most social, especially for the

first day of school. Group girls, who nuoiber about

seven (and were the ones sitting near the.front of the

room) seemed to be 'on the quiet .side, and did. not

gestionthe teacher,

Students initially described themselves in terms of group memberShip.

Within the first fifteen minutes of observation on the first day of school,

one of the 8th grade girls introduced herself and her friends as "the click."

The school staff also identified 8th grade students in terms- of peer

grout membership- The principl, in our initial meetings, noted the at 2n:de

students in particular could be divided into "good" and "bad" zrouts. and '--,=

serted that:qualities of these grouts contributed to the deportment of the

class: The 8th grade teacher acknowledged this fact at well, nctir.g. differ==

ences which separated "good" groups of girls fry =et: .
r czeftemai0 the

staff saw these groups as organized factions to be dealt with an: controlled.

The peer structure in the 8th 'grade had the following characteristics-

.

First, a nutber Of grouts existed as identified by all informants at the site;

-Second, friendships and. group membership was sexstratified as in. the 2nd

grade. This rule was not rigid, however., as some crosssex friendshirs formed

by the end of the year. Third, although a status hierarchy existed, it was

not in'the strict linear form fOund%in the 2nd grade. Finally, -and most im

portant, the groups were bounded. and stable over time, and were independent of

any activity context;

= elat:nrc.; rmo"

day of school fit the pattern of peer associations which recurred over the



course of the school year. The boys formed one group. while the girls were

slit three. ways. Two of the girl's groups "hUng together". quite --freouently,

while the third was rather. like a loose network of friends. Remarkably. the

teacher' and all interviewed students agreed that this social structure exist-

ed

Researcher: Could you tell me what 'kinds of groins existed

N. A.:

in September?

As far as I know, tuo and a half. :here was the

Click and there was the Clack (Grout-) A and part

of 33 described on the first day of school), and .

nei herthen there were some kids that were in

really;

Researcher:. That are some Of th5 groups in your class?

Chrissy:

searcher:

Researcher:

Jack:

(a student) The Click, and (gives the names of

the 'Clack pltS two boys). BUt it the boys

think it's Bob, David, Jim and the rest

boys. All the boys hang toge,,her.

What rout Flo and the other kids?

They just hang around together..

What' are some' of the .groups. class?

ther,'s the

of the

There's Flo and Mary, they usually tall: with one

78
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another, and Idcy. Harry and JiM and Ken hang

together a lot. They live kinds, close, 'cept

for Jiin, but they're still real good friends.

Researcher: Anybod-1 y else?

Jack: The other people are kinda just loners. They

come with ,pnybody they usually want. They get

tired of one and they go to. the other.

All involved at the school gave similar descriptions of the social mtruc-

tdre of the sth grade (see Figure 1). The principal, -tents, aides, and even

former teachers of:this class could name the friendshir associations accurate-

1.7=

From these descriptions,and cur own observations,. a stable structure em-

erged; -.The boys=were largely undifferentiated, with a few holding membership

in the'vPin'teer grtuts.'

Sex-stratified relationships; As in the 2nd grath.. the teer structur=

was sex,stratified. For the most part, all friendships ccpurrea between

members of the same sex. However; some boys did manage to strike ur friend --

ships with a few of the girls. Some of this can be traced to their emerging

sexual feelings. As the teacher noted:

Ms. A,: (The school-authcrities) are sort of used to

boys and girIi -not mingling. I think they're

getting to the agerlow where. it is kind of a big

deal. Like in the --,orn4lif, G': Er in that ccrne

(rear the rear of the classroom), if you .come ill
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there's s.tig to=do in the morning. Dave

likes Ellen ana Ellen likes him, but neither of

them is about to Omit it. ..Ehey're hitting on

each other and everybody is saying, 'Oh, they

like each .other!' and they say-, 'NO we. don't!'

They're just realizing that maYbe there is some-

thing exL-ting going or there

Researcher: .1 think I hnd something down in my notes about

that frpm later in the daY.

Pis; A.: They probably do it:if go .out of the room) or

somethihg; Somebody, we don't know Who; wrote

their names in a heart on the wall- down by. (the

7th grade teacher's) dOor and they blame each

Other and the rest of the :class blames them

both; There was this big to-do because we had

to erase it. Nobody was going to erase it be

cause they weren't thaiones writing .t on t'aere,

SO..

Researcher: Other :people found that ,771 the wpir

Ms. A.: i think everybody has seen it.

Dave was not a member of the Click (Ealen's group), nor was-Ellen .a close

friend of any of the boys. Ellen and Dave were actors playing out stereotypic,

c.:_c.ssroc= to witness. At no tfme col:ld this r.ave ceen



described as a friendship. Furthermore, this activity lasted only a month,

and even within that time Ellen and Dave were seldom seen together..

Se boy- and girls did manage to form a loosely formed grout; by the. end

of the school, year; The
(

teacher notes:

MS; A.: I think some of those' boys are good

friends like Jatk and ionise, Laye, Pattitk and

Fob. I guess if you want, IOU can put

the Clad- . Because of the waY the playroUnd.4t

structured they don't rIay together at recess er

anything; They would if you let.them, but they

don t.

Researcher: 20 the boys have r-uoh s'ont,,ot nr ro '! C

Some of them. I think Dave ana Jack and Louise

and Lucy maybe, try tO:6-et together OUtSide

school. I know over Chrittras they were In

ning to go ice skating. I don't third they

did, but they planning on it. They seem to

be just good friends. It doein't seem to be a

boyfriend-girlfriend kind of thing;

This was a much different situation from strictly segregated relations of.4-

the first days of school;

The status hierarch j= A status hierarchy was present in 6th HoW-

ever the natu.'0 of the hierarchy differe by sex; Among the-boys; there weLs'

Q
(
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a linear statIls hierarchy (similar to the one in 2nd grade). Status was indi
,

s"vidwalYdetermined:Ariongthegirls,statuswas be cwed in tart by group

membersap. Groups of girls rather than individual girls\ccmreted-fbr status._

The boys were generally viewed as undifferentiated.

,

Researcher: So you really don't have a group of

No, not no big groun_.__

Even the girls had this perception.

Researcher: Ebw about the boys,

friends in the boys?

.there any groups..'of

Mary: I think the boys 1.-1---juSt stick together as one

One boy even gave an `e itarian reassn why the boys e not have .,

Researcher: Ayr' someone like you, you're not ± a group?

Harry: No

Researcher: So therefore you'rP no...

Harty: See the boys, they don't divide thces into

groupS, they all hang toge ther. :hey wouldn't

'lje*considered dividing into grouts.

'Researcher: I see. Now why don't they divide into grours?/
/1
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Harry: t don't know.... They feel that they can,,get

along with each other, all together, not divid=

ing into groups.

Researcher: How do you lmow eyerybody feels that way?

Harry:. The way they act. Like tometimet they fight,

which is common, but other times they just hang

around together and all-.

79

This collective spirit could be felt at the lurch table; The researcher

ate luncn with the nays on occasion. They would sit at the same Plebes; and

no one was ever excluded from the t&:1,=, reEardiets of porularity. As one of

the boys noted, this was different from the zirl's 1,1nchroom behavior:

Researcher: ,o notice that the girls try to arrange them-

selves so they'll Sit together (in he friend-

ship grouts) .

Jack: That'S the Oil-6k.

Researcher: That's not you (the boys

Jack: No.

The boys were unconcerned with the social structure They saw themselves

and were seen bTthe class as one big, undifferentiated; happy family;

However; there were marked status differendeS Within th's: bops .group. For

instance; in playground activities, some boys Were toknOWledged at the best.

Researcher: Tiiha kind of people would you want on your team?



Jim: Like Ken, Bob, and Jack and all of them and le-`

the other tear have the worst.

Researcher: What group are you usually in

ground)?

Harry: Jim's, Pard's, John's and sometimes Ken's. Usu-

..

ally ;it goes back and forth (these assignments

vary). But usually it isn't fair tPAms, not

with Jack and Bob (both on the same side).

Although boys hung together, there, were Clear ranks assigned o the

members. Two boys of high status commented about the lows:

Researcher: ';ihy don't you like to hang with tncse kids (Hai.-

ry. 7,7q and Jim)? hat's different aboUt the±

that makes you not went to hang out with them?-:--

Jack: l wouladn't mind it myself. b!lt they act k'ld of

weird sometimes:

Researcher: Give me an example.

Jack: Like Harry, put on the playground and all,.

doesn't do the same kind of stuff that we do.

don't know, he's, just the kind of person that

just likes to walk aroundj he doetn't like to do

anything.

hat about the boys friends making remar.=

about each other)?

86
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David: Well, they put Harry down a lot. Hebei:Se every-

body oalls him gay and stuff just because he's

doing stuff like the other guys do. Same guys

just want to play around like rugby. He'll

play, but t mean, they just don't like him.

Ebwever, the boys did try to get Harry to join rla,yround activities.

This effbrt derived from their nominal belief in "all for one, one for all."

Status rank among the boys was not only related to bleyground athletic

ability, biz also to classroom achievement and acceptance hy the girls. Jim

and Earry received roor grades in class, while Jack, Patric:, and Bob were

said to be the smartest. Harry and Jim also were from Iower class hack-

----grounds, while boys of high status were from mere stable cass

Jack, Bob and Patrick were also members of the Clack, which had initial) .beers

an all girls group.'

The girls; however; showed marked differences; Cre of t e girls, When

asked about the groups in the room inilate Settember, gx:e a t'4*. Order:

Researcher: identify the groups in your classroom.

Luella: Well, there are the high class kids. Smart,

good girls, who get good grades. Me, Carrie,

Rosa, ChriSsy0 Carol, and Suzanne. The midd7e

set they're Louise; SPreh; and Mary. The lower

tat are.Brenda; Flo; and Iucy.

A75 . tithe. Melia also stratifi _. the class by income. She

saidH the Lower set was mccri didn't,care about th:.--s.-a7es, and didn't dress

nicely on dress-up days;
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These three rsets;" as Luel:La called them, were nearly identical to the

groups we observed on the first day of Seim'. The high set; or fuel -la's set;

was known at "the Clidk." This at GrOUp A in previous notes. 30th the mid
.

dle set; which was known as "the Clack," and. the lower set constituted Group 3

from our previous notes. 'Luella was not the only one to give this descrip=

tion. Breryone in the class; as well as the teacher and the principal identi=-

Pied
_ _ ,_ __

titilar divisions. In comparison to the 8th grade boys; to the 2nd.

grade; and to other classrooms in which observations were made; the 8th

girls had evolved clear grouts:

The girls associated 'differences in personality with mempersnir in a par-
- _

tictlat grOUr. The CIid--k was more "mature," the Clack "tomboyish." :ndividu

al differences were no longer as important as group differences; These attri

buted group differences servedas boundary markers.

ResearCher: at is the difference between thP ck
17

some of the other groups of ri.nds?

Teri: Y think it's the different personalities. We're

like girls that are like more mature, and we

don't like playing games (the Clack liked' to

.play sports; usually with the boys), so we'll

just stand there and talk. And they (the

Clack) , like the other group of girls in the

class, they Iike play frisbee and dcdge and all

this stuff; and that's just the way we act and

stuff . That's d-ifferent;



Researcher: Could you be best friends with someone who

wasn't in your group, like'Iouise and Sarah (the

clack)? Could you every have the same kind of

ti friendship with them that you do with other kids

in the Click?

Carrie: No, I'm being very blun about this, 'cause

know Sarah and Louise and those two temple and

myself don't have anything in common. 7 mean

nothing, and in order to have a best friend you

have-to share sole kind of interests. It's just

like looking at a total s7ranEer when I look at

Louise and Sarah.

The girls perceived each group as 21-ttin:-.: indersndently of the other.

They saw- each group as having its own -reliefs and attitudes.

Sarah and Louise have likei they have the

likes and beliefs 'and all this junk;:;

Researcher: Well, what are their same likes?

Ellen: O.K. Louise and Sarah, the like, I don't know,

they both like poetry and all that stuff.

Researcher: And you don't?

Ellen: Oh, I Tike it, bit I don't. -dwell on it. They

like do it an day ser-7:71e and t'Cy cl-or.
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lot. I like it, but I do it a home sometimes,

Researcher: So what different belief t do they have?

.11Ien: I don't know, but see we believe that We al

Should hang together...

The Click's unifying refrain was that they should hang together -and be

close. Even though their activities also served to set them off from the rest ;

of the class; their belief in cohesiveness was their main defining charac-

'teristic.

Group competition. The Click had high status at the -beginning of the

year due to their previout crganization: They had been elected class officers

in the 7th grade, and were re-elected by a landslide in the eth, All four

class officers were Click members: Iuella, President; Carrie, Vice-Presidert.;-

Ellen, Treasurer:-Maria, Secretary. Maria would later leave the Click and

class. office as well; in September, the ö1 resemoIed a simple linear

hierarchy; with the class officers or the Clidkat the to

October, Louise and Sarah became use with the Click's :-- :c

titUdce Sarah said tItat the Click drank; smokea ; ±d

thought that the rest of the stndents should organize to

tenace.,. Sarah and Louise formed "the Clack" as a response.. The was

group designed to complete directly-with the Clickfor

These two groums competed actively for status in the eyes of he rest

the -1ass members. In the fall, Sarah brought in a camera so that she would

have a nicture of the ntire class for rosterity. Everyone in the class ex-

cept the Click thought it was, a good idea, and lined up for the picture one
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afternoon. Luella participated rel..tctantly, and noted that Sarah's camera was

cheap and would probably ruin the shot. Tuella and the other girls in the

Click made plans to bring their cameras in the next day. They said that their

cameras were more expensive and would take better'tictures. They fol=

loued through. Put it was important for the :dick to cIaim they were better

than. the CIadk.

7--.1eacher wanted to organize field hockey teams to ccmmete after

school in the early spring; The Click forced one team, and the Clack:-Lmmedi

ateli volunteered to proVide the optcsition. Louise commented just before the

big,game that she had been waiting for three years to sho,w :-.7erycne that they-

could beat the Click. The Clack lost. However, it was eaaally imtortant to

the Clack to claim that they were better than the Click.

twents tcbk place that would eventually'aIter the comteti-tive reati-

thit tetWeen groups. --Luella transferred td another school-.

an argument with the-remaining members of the CIidk, and joined the Clad .

SUZanne was admitted to the CIidk, and by spring a few of the boys were also

allowed in lhe:Ciack.. The nuclei of the two groupS remained intact; but the

edges of the _struz ure were_in a state of fl:,x. The CliCk had been labeled

"bad gi.rls" b the school staff and some parents,- and were singled out by

these groups as in need of discipline. The Click realized it was time lo make

peace, and began to reach out to SI.rah.

Researcher: let's take the Clack- Could you tell me how

they relate to the other kids in the class?.

t.'="7, Sarah for example.

al.
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She's changed too. Like yesterday her

birthday and the Click bought her lunch. They

paid for her lunch as a birthday Present. What
_ .

she did was --she told me she was going todo it,

but I didWt'think She'd have the guts to do

it--she let them pay for it and then she went

and sat with the other reople after they (the

Clidk) paid for her lunch. Those kids (the

Click) were just sitting there looking Iike, 'I

don't believe this- just haprened.' She was so

cool about it, nobody said a word to her;

asked her today if she go any shit because of

it and she said no, that nobody said anythinc,.

The CIidk gave'her.$5 for her birthday. ,T5 is a

lot of money for these kids. That's a strange

thing to do for someone who i n't a. real close:

friend; I'm not sure why; but 'I think some of

the reople in,the_Click are reaching out to her.

At first she was kind Of wondering if they were

up to somethihg. I don't hrlow what they're:

thinking....there seems to be some kind .of

change going on'there.

There had been a Change. "214 status cmitetilion had been called off=

Carrie: (Click member)--= the beginninz of

grade, we never go along with anyone.....

mean it was consistent fighting. In the begin-

=
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ring of the year I got into this big fight -;Ith

Sarah and I don't know, it's iike ever since I.

A. came along she has been tying us all togetn=

et, and, hey, you better get along w4th Iris
person and that merson ani it is working 'cause

you find all of this out. You feel- kill:. of dumb"

for hating the person 'cause _inside they

really a good person: I guess that's it.,

The Clitk; with sane. urging from the teacher; deCided to cooperate rather

compete. The Cladk had similar feelings.

Lucy: (Claol. member, Well see sometimes when we n11

'hang, me, :,wise;. Sarah, Maria, we-all hang with

Flo and them or something, but like when we .tlay

at lunch time, we like to mIay jumprome: All

the 8th grade girls wiI come over and

play together.

We never observed, the CIi6k slaying jumprope with the other girls, nor

was it reported in interviews. However, this girl merceived the groups as

friendly to. each Other; In the following passage; sip denies that- the groups

.1cist (really meahi ,g the hostilities have ended) while still identifying tne

Click (noting that sions still exist).

Researcher! So there really aren't that manygroums, is that

What you re 'saying?

Lucy: but if there is really a problem I thought.

,

that Maria or Sarah or Iouise (the CIr.tk)



couldn't solve; 'd go to'somebody in the Click.

Researcher: What kind of problem would that be, =for example?

Lucy: Maybe if I had a drug problem scmethina....T.

don't know.

By spring, a feeling; of dooperation existed between the two groups.

the dependable friendships for the Clack were still within the group.

Characteristics of the clidk-and clack, By the endof-the :8th grade, the

girl's status structure took the form of aset of nested classes. Status as-

sigrment depended on the tests schematized in Pi re 2. Among the girls, it

did not matter whether one was tot Yier-, brighter, or smarter to assure high

status. S,-..raft lvef= tough. 2nd iouise was_smart, enjoyed. po puIarit7 =only if

the Cladk was winning.the battle with the Click. Tbr any Sth grade girl; a

strong solid group could overcome the liabilities of inadecuate personal

characteristics, such as perceiVed weakeness or _acs of intelligence.

of the Cli-ck and the.Clak. The='Clitk and the Cladk;:ver

/-

stable bound -groups that existed inderendent of context. Both groups made/
An effort to be together in the lunchroom; in the classroom, and on the play-

ground: Just after Christtasi thee school began getting funds for the federal -

school lunch--pr-ogram; This meant that thcise .buying their lunch had to line up

separately from those bringing their lunch fran-l.cme. The Principal decided:.

that each child, after buying their lunch, should proceed 10 the 'next avail

able open seat at a. lunch table, in order. This meant that student's could no

longer sit' with whomever they wanted.. P.ettrt of the Click and the Clack

found that . if they get to th lUn&-oct ='i rat, positiznei th=selves

correctly, in the- lunch line, each group could sit together at a _sem



Figure 2

Flow chart of 8th grade girls status group hierarchy

IEnter 8th Grade Girls'
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On the playground, each. group had its territory. The Clidk 'hung out by

the church porch, Flo and Mary stayed near the rectory steES; while the Clack

played organiZed games or roamed in the center of the Playground. The groups

remained the same regardless of the activities of anyone else on the mlgy-

ground; -

In the classroom, the studentS\reauested that they not Only sit inear

friends, but sit in their groups. Since the_tvo grours were large, when' the
- _

_ _ _ -

teacher attempted'to "break them up" by assigning seats, any one member vas
r

never mo :than one seat away from any other member. The grouts dealt with.

this contri wed -seraration by passing notes, and by using unstructured class

time to meet together, despite -the teacher's admonitions. N6 matter what ac=

tivity presented itself, the girls actively. kept their organization tozether.

. The Clidk,

J

How did such strong peer oranizations come to oe tne ccn graor-0 The

Click and the Clack each had: a history; as recal-Ted by the-children and the

school sllff. Though these- hist-cries,- we can-,-reconstruct the formative

process.._ of peer group formation S. Angeles.

The history of the Clack. The Clack, in the words of the teacher, was .a

. .

determined" groUp; icuisi Sarah, and Lucy were tired of the domination of
.

theClin.classroom affairs. They often' complained, in informal

tions the playground, that the Clidk was-responsible for the_ entire 8th

grade getting a "bad" name throughout the school, The Clickwas said

involved in drugt; and'Certain acts of petty vandalism in the school.

jr-,^"` wou La._ 4-ts tr

to re

Ser=h
.

other graduation perquisites. She said that she had learned this through
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conversations with her teacher as well as the rrincipal. Th4. students who

would eventually form the Clack thought that a new, visible Leer group was

necessary to counteract the negative image of the 8th grade created throughout

the school by the Click.

Thus, the Clack was born. Louise and Sarah added Lucy and Yary and gave

themselves the derivative name. The Clack was well organized. There were

membership criteria: one had to have at least a marginal 4'r,,,ndshim with

Louise and _Sarah, be involved in school activities, swear Off delinquent to=

tivities. (such asdrugs or smokfng), and most imrortantIy, resent the Status

of the Click. The group attempted to stay together across contexts. They ate

together at lunch, selectively associated with one another on the -playground,

and made tentative -Plans to meet after school. As such. the Clack met the re-

quirnments-of our definition of Four- Mere importantly, Louise and Sarah ex-

hibited the kncwledge of the impertance of being socially organized. They

knew that the Clack wouId:rrevide them certain benefits, much like a lobby, at

St; Angela's; That groups were more then for rlay0 and had ttility*within a

bureaucracy was an important realization for these girIs.

Although mixed sex-relations violated the infcrm2I cede of separation,

some of the Clad members were boys. .This was not surprising,

known- 2S a "tom=boy." She and Louise often spent time On the boys'.

Sarah was

ciega, of

the playground -with the intention of entering athletic activities. Louise's

family lived near Jack's (one of the Clack members), and the two had rlayed

together' en the city streets since kindergarten; Finally, once Eery and Lucy

departed, there were few girls lei in the class who might have fulfilled the

membershir.ori-ter"-e. The only loaica.4 alternative for Louise ern Tart to

recruit sympatnetic boys.
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After Chri.s.t:_!:, Maria left the Click and joined the Clack. This was a

major coin for th- group. " aria's defection helped the Clack to rull even

in the status compe'm ;xi. The Click decided ,o make reaco.

Trihat was the c, :or the Clabk friendship patterns? Jack sad that the

roots went back to ?.1- grade.

Researcher: _So about your group? When did your 'group

so; ,
start t -r of itself at a grout?

Winer. ,i.,.. you notice that everyone hung together ?.

Jack: Iast 3:--

Researcher: 3T? in c yea ramemb.r when?

eJaCIC: I think" f- the middle of 7th

Yeahi:-.besue 7ybody started -- we had

ferent :nd stuff and we were changinE

. classes tnd we had problems with the

teachers an-- retitle to

talk to;

Researcher: So you: and T.e_se 77ar7la and Ecb and Sarah

all started hanL;n- tceithe at that =int?

Jack: Yes.

Researcher:, Even Harie I thou::: :laria was ,a: o the

aidk (at that time)?

Jack: She uns.



Researcher: So Maria -didn't really come into your group..

Jac She was, yeah, . She WaS the one that always used

to come over and talk to us.

in that group theh,

Eut she was still

According to Jack; the Clack was'an outgrowth of friendships which exist-

ed in the 7th grade. Ebwever or the first day of School, the friendships

between Maria Nho was then a =ember of the Clidk), the two boys, and Louie,.

and Sarah, did not exist. They all associated wtth one another, but not

within a recurring Structure such.as the Clack. The -Friendship network that

Jack mentioned was not a reality, Mitt a reconstruction of the razz in terms of

the present social- arrangement.

Me n-ewness of.the Clack :WS observed by one of
the lic4 member

Retearcher: C.K; ?drat about Louise's group? Wh=n did that

start?

Chrissy: This .year.

esearcher: This year? Why did it a

.Chrissy: don't knaw well, see 72.?. as in the Click

an& all of a sudden she started moving out and

we were wondering why 'cause" we didn't do noth-

ing to her then we asked her and she said she's

tired of getting in trouble all the time: SO.

she moved out ... we didn't push her

A

no
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out...and...that is when she started hanging

around with Louise and everything. And they just

become (a group) this year a courIe months ago.

Researcher: They weren't a group last year?

Chrissy: . No. :

The Clack was formally planned and rut together by Sarah and Louise at

the urging of the school staff. The two girls were unsuccessful at first, but

Still felt that the. Clack was necessary. After adding same boys, and more 1m-

rortantly, Maria, as members, the grout) became stable and solidified.

_Me history of the Click. The Clidk had a longer history. All cf the

girls in the Click had been at S t Ahge1 a's since 1st grade, and three of the

six had gone to kindergarten together. Since each classroom -6T3 self=

contained, and there was only one class Per 6rade,the girls had been in the

same educational environment together for seven years. EIlen, Chrissy, and

Carol had lived in .lose - proximity to one another in Southeast for =any years.

Carrie lived near them until she moved to the northeast tart of town; even

after the move, Carrie visited her friends fn the neighborhood on a regular

basis, usually over weekends. The four girls why: the nucleus the

group had longstanding neighborhood and school ties.

How did the Click fort? The girls remembered starting a "club", very

much, like the Ones-begun in 2nd grade. The girls modeled their "club" on a.

television show,

. ;

Researcher: How did you guys in the ,Click become friends?
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Ellen: dell; in the th grade, we had this. l-ittle

group,' and we was 'called Charlie's Pmgels. And

We'd collect photographs and everything, and

wed exchange 'em and all this stuff; Then in .

7th grade, we became clbSer, 'cause we al got

suspended -- whatever; -- and that brang.us

closer.

ReSearcher: So you started a group called Charlie's At e18.

Mien:

'Well, that's interesting. Why did ycu start do=

ing that? -I mean, you didn't dc that before in

the 5th grade, right?-

Uh-huh.

Researcher: So why all the sudden change?

Ellen: Like in 5th grade, we were close -- -well,

we were friends, not :sally close, right?

the 6th grade, i gUese.we became cloter, and in

the ,7th grad5 we was 7eally clos=. And you

T2tOW, we had the sate interests; 'cause that's

when. we knew each other more: knew how we

mere alike. Yee. knew what our interests were and

all this stuff; and we kneWeverybody P1 roost in

side ard out; and we had the sate things, and we
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just like Navin' a little fun. When we -had a

little fin; it seemed to always gat us in trou-

ble.

The girls formed a "club" by imitating the organization of the adult

Wbrld. It began with a few friends,' and soon srread tcthe entire class; The

girls said that the deman7,8 of the adult world, and the reauirements of row-

ing um, hastened the transforaiation of the."club" into the Click.

Researcher: What about Charlie's :reels" Do you remember

anything ab-ut Charlie's Angels and your

friends?

Carrie: Ch,'it was Weird; It sounls really babyish ncw

when. I think about. it; Alrizht; in the 5th grade

we had this club, I guess that is what you want

to call it; sand it had to do with Charlie's

Angels. It was just. when (the TV series)

Charlie's Angels was getting started, and; you

seei'71-ten.and I liked them a lot. And each one

had our own separate individual...then in 5th

grade it was like, whatever, we had nicknames

like "Sabrina" (A TV character) written all over

my desk or whatever person we had. The we

Started getting into this bit where we had a Iot

Of Other friends and we had to include them in

cur-grcuai so we had - -- .

the end, we had a secretary and president,

1(19



vicepresident,nd sooner or later it got into

being the whole class being there;

Researcher: How does that differ from what you do now?

Carrie:

The teachers

grade the teacher

Carrie:

We don't go.around now saying, 'Hey, I'm Kate

Jackson,' and, 'Hey, I'm:Farah Fawcett' (the two

stars 9f the TV series). It seems like we do

our own thing. Like before in 5th grade, it was

all we could about as kinds of TV shows -- 'Hey,

an did you see this and all that.' Then in

8th grade it's gotten to be more like, 'Hey, did

you see that GUY walking across the. street.'

NOw it seems like everybody is faCing reality

instead of going into the TV world.

also influenced the formation of.the Cltck. Cne day

accused them of being a "a clicue". The name stuck.

After getting sustended and. all everYbody became

closer; Like they were taking for the.other

person so much that ..t, was --- really olose.

And then all of the Sudden (the trincirai and

the 7th grade teacher) said there is a click, of

girls doing this arm there is a

doing that. (They) were tpiking

click of girls.

about us and

woUldnit just come out and rinroint 'w:S; Of,
1 +

iS, how we becate the Click..
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Each Of the girls was beginning to get closer to the ether at the begin

ning of the.7th grade. Bdt getting suspended together; and,

being brande es "the clique," made:them a coherent;grodp. The external 16:beI

ore importantly,

(spelled in their own way) helped them to become organized. They thought

clique; pronounced click, meant "clicking together."

However as the teachers saw the Click forming, they realized that control

was necessary. The staff began to exert pressure by attemmting to "spread

t" the group. Seating patterns were manipulated, and work group assign

ments were changed. The Click, who were a loose group of friends at that time

and nothing :ore, were now considered a.adversary group. They were singled

a rule

out beCaUSe they acted in unison. Previously when a student broke

only the student was Punished. Ty the Stk grade: when a Student broke

the whole 'group got p=ished.

Conclusions &Educationallications

Our observations suggest that peer groups do riot magically appear .at

onset of puberty. InSteadi the adolescent peer group has clear

anteCedent4. Children first are not organized by peer group.

the

developmental

They begin

to accommodate to social :structure models in the adult world, and partially

assimilate Tthem via imitation. The stable adolescent peer group is the resvat

f

of the interaction of these twin processesi* et, 1932).

In the lower gtadesi.strict peer groups do not exist. aily overlapping

1:10.5rs of friendshiPS-Can be observed. These tend to be few. in number, and are
.

generally context dependent; Young children joinaplay activity bated on the

content of the activity itself rather than .ccordin-s to Vrib is 7laying. 7"nen

2nd graders .fort "clubs," anyone is permitted to join as long as thoylike.the
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activities associated with the "clUb" name. One joins the Kiss because one

likes the music of the rock group from which the "club" takes 5.'78 name. These

"clubs" change names and membership often, such instability reigns.

In the middle grades, children become aware that' groups have importance.

lbey begin to observe' adult social organization and attempt to imitate it.

This,piecemeal imitation is similar to Piaget's reprcenrtivP _azsimiIat4-on. The

children at this level have only a.partiaI degree of social organization.

Around 6th and 7th grade, the informal organization of the "club" is given a

new meaning. Teachers and other adults, upon observing the maturing children,

begin to view children's behavior in terms of organized grouts rather than in-

-dividuPls. Characteristics of adult social organization are increasingly at=

tributed to -what were only "clubs" previously. At this level-, whn a' student

bresas a rule, friends are also mad&culyable. Students become responsible

not only for their own behavior, but for the conduct of th.-ir it sends as well.

Teachers_begin.tO classify- students in terms of good Or bad clicues. The mes-

sage is clear: being together with friends carries certain oonzeouenceS.

Peer associations are not longer viewed as innocent imitative role play,

By adolescence, StUdentt realize that group organization not" only

negative consequenceS, but .can also help achieve goals within the school

bureaucracy. They 'realize that a social is greater: the the sum of its parts:

a strong group is more powerful ghat a random collection of individuals.

The Click:argued with the school administration over a rending suspension

7_
of one of its members. They learned to bargain with the -classroom teacher, to

=exchange a promiSeof good behavior in class .or the privilege of playina a

stereo at break time andsPecially interes = =a

the right to use mild profanity in the classroom without retribution; As one

1s5.
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of the Clidk member noted; "We have therower in the school." Theamount of

acttal power is irrelevant here. .What is important is that students; socially

organizedi now Perceive that they have power to achieve a goal. To this end;

there is a realization that cohesiveness; constant interaction, strictmember-
_

ship criteria; and common beliefs are extremely important for the "veer group

to function within the school;

Eighth graders therefore construct stable peer groups= The existence of

these groursric,longer depends upon the Context of an activity, but are based

on a common belief that "hanging together and being close" are important; The

older children hang out together-regardless of context; The same groups can

be observed at hodkey-games .afterschbol-, in the lunchroom, arc on. the play-

. .

. ground . Even When teatherStry.to serarate the grouts,.metbers ..na ways to

interact and rerP n together (Cusick; 1973).

There are 'commensurate differences -in the way status is arportioned. "'or

2nd graders, academic achievement, teacher approval, and having at least one

close friend determine status osition among classmates. Among 8th grade

boys, athletic ability is an additional regliremen't; Note 'tat these charao-

teristics ard'of7anindividtal'stic natoze. For an. 8th grade girl; status

depends -in :cart upon Whichpeer grout she belongs to . Girls with low grades

I _

or. IittIe athletic ability are herefore able to achieve high status Within

the classroom .simiey by:joining the most dominant peer group. 'Girl's grouts,

= ,

rather them individuals, compete for status in the 8th grade classrcom.
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Factors effe.s.o_ting peer croup develonnent

Since the purpose of the 'research was desdriptiv ue-dan offer only hy-

potheses as to mechanisms.accOmting for this secuence of developMent. le be

lieve that two factors have an influence: the child's -emergent 'cognitive

capacity, and the salience of the adult social environment.

33aergent ccignitive capacity. Seriation and classification abilities

probably underlie the maintenance of stable status hierarchies. It is there-

fbre not surprising, that 2nd graders, most of whom are most probably 'enterira

the concrete operational can form and maintain a classroom hierarchy.

Other empirical work has demonstrated the connection between comretence at pi_

agetian seriation tasks and the ability to produce a stable rank Order of ele=

,mentanytChbol peett (Omark and Edelman, 1974); Likewise; we --abuIdexect

that .11-grad.ertv abttnadt notitt of "grout" and their tendency to reason log-

ically about its functions indicatet the emergence of fOrMal reasOning

ty 1-1Wever, this cannot be verified Until or notions of peer develop ment

are fully omerationalized and measured in tandem with standard cognitive

tasks. -;

Both direct and indirect effebts bf AdUlt8 on the teer grout Acv..loien4-

of the- students at .St t ngela's were dbtenVed: NbVies and televition seemed

to provide the only models imitated by the younger children. The Wanderers,

Kitt, Charlie's Angels, and the Mighty Y.buse "cluos" were all copies of mass

media programming. We never observed non-media grouts as, for example,

stamp collecting,- kite=flying, or bike riding "clubs;" which migpt have been

more easily patterned after indigenous children's activities; enIy- a few

ri.erfcrs of youtli such az Little C E.' cut .
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Most important; the children Chbee not to imitate these groups; and instead

picked those offered by the mass media,

Salience of social environment::The teachers and SehbOl =-Staff had. A.

drrett effect on the children's development of peer_ groups. The teachers

pIayed.a tajOr role by providing information to students about their social:

_interaction. Teachers identified pat:zerns of pee. asaociations as group.

'behavior. Thus, the students cou±d use thit information to form an abstract
_

-

notion of ;group= for example, the Click received is name from a 7th grade.

teacher. The teacher's:±abel, according to most of.,the 6th graders inter-

-

..Viewedr stimulated-!cohesivelless, and indicated to the StUdents the 'importance .

Of social organization.

Educr_tiorahrlioations

Media progratting provides peer group role models-,that children imitate

at wi early age. Ibttig Children may ticiasalient message from these models:

friendAnip relations are more important than academic learning. This is not

tb dispute-. the Tact that having friends in School is ,f_r.;portant to a child's

adjustment.: HoI:ever.itt+s possible that.larger-than-life media models exaz..-

Berate the importance of,sociaI relations.

The teacher at a later point in the student's career may exacerbate this

0-

misplaced emphasis on human relations;cver acadetic aChievement. Student peer

grotp8 pre given attributes. of adult groups at a time when children are only

imitating; what, they :See around them, and have only a 2oose social organiza-

-tion. lede recommend that teacher8 deetthasize the role of child coalitions in

accounting. for the, behatbr o f baliev=, th=,

emphasis dilutes valuable i'nstructional energies.
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Bbvever, the behavior of both adults and children in schools is con-
. .0

-y
trolled in part by the bureaucratic nature of the school itself. We have do=

otiMented haw student peer grours from in part as a response to the school

bureaucracy. Meibership in a weIl-organized interest group is necessary in

order to pursue one's goals in any complex bureaucracy. The larger "and more

complex the organization, the more interest groups tend to form. likewise,

the larger.and more complex a.school organizati6n is, the more it becomes

necessary for students. to organize into vario peer factions. EVen at a

small school like St. Angela's, peer grouts were recognized as an important

problem. In larger schools, the problem multiplies at the expense of academic

instruction. Cusick (1973) estimated that SC% of student time is spent in

nom-academic school activities: Decentralization ofschool systems would be

major step toward the rectificationsof this, problem. 'In smaller, more inti=

mate settings, students would not find it necessary to-orzanize into coal_

tions. We believe- that a new emphasis upon academic learning'would fcl;ow.

em
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Appendix A

,.CENSUS TRACT "A": CENSUS TRACT

St.
Angel'

CENSUS
'TRACT
"C"

CENSUS TRACT "D"

Pq4; 3. 'Lccation Of Census.Tracts surrounding St. Anqeles.
Source: 1970 CensUs of Housing and Population;

South: Plainfield; SMSA



:Table 2

GENERAL POPULATION OF CENSUS TRACTS,

Source: 1970 CensuS,of Housing and Population

:CenSus tracts:
EI-41-C f-D

A Combined

Total population
8314 3876 2_4-190

% black
1 68 22

.,
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Table 3

CHILD POPULATION BY AGE AND SEX FOR COMBINED CENSUS AREAS

Source: 1970 Census of Housing and Population

Age: 5-9 yrs- 1014 yrs.

Male 622 592

Female 565 551

Total 1187 1143

% of total population 10 9
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Table

ETHNICITY OF POPULATION BY CENSUS TRACT

Source: 1970 Census of HoUsing and Population

( ) =% of total area population

Census Tracts: A Combined

Foreign stock1 , total. 321 (8) 2191 (26) 2512 (21)

Polish 66 (2) .1321 (16).' 1387.(11)

Italian 11.3 (3) 149 ( 2) 262 (2)

German, Austrian and 7'

USSR = ' 94 (2) 325 ( 4) 419 ( 31

Spanish speaking 27 (1) 92 ( 1) , 119 ( 1)

1 .

Persong reporting as foreign bbrn, or of mixed or foreing
parentage;

IP



Table 5

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT BY: CENSUS TRACT

Source: 1970 Censut of Housing and Pbpulation

Census Tract: A

Elementary SchocI -

Enrollment 1'54

Public schoo2 only 742

% of total.enrollment 71.

Combined

1650 1904

- 749 1491

88 .78



Table 6

EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT, BY CENSUS TRACT

Siource 15 76'Census of 'Housing and Population

Census Tract CoMbined

Total Labor force 427 2141 2568

% Unemployment 6 13 7,



Table 7

NALE OCCUPATIONS BY CENSUS TRACT

Source: 1970 Census of Housing and Population

'( ) =% of total labor force for area

Census Tract: 'Combined

Male I

Clerical 127 (16) 443 (14) 570 (15)

Craftsmen, foremen 106 (14) 542 (18) 648 (17)

Operatives 119 (15) 747 (24) 866 (22)

Laborers 66 ( 8) 312 (10) 378 (10)

Service Workers 235 (30) 365 (12) 600 (16)

ProfessidnaIs, Managers
and-Administrators

,

50 ( 6) 362`(12) 412 (11)

hiaa!



Table 8

RESIDENTIAL STATUS BY CENSUS TRACT

Source: 1970 Census of Housing and Population

Census Tract: CombinPd

Totaloccupied housing
.units 2972 1325 . 4297

Roved to present house:

before 1960 298 1343 1641

1960 - 1967 48, 805

1968- 1970 479 824 1303

Occupants not owning'
auto 1127 12-04 2931

% of total retidents 85 , 61 . 68



-/Table 9

./
'HOUSEHOLD AND FAMILY TYPE BY CENSUS TRACT

SOurce: 19713 Census of HoUsing_and 'Population
-

Census Tract:

Number of house-
holds -

4
- = 434-"\

Persons per
houseilold - - - 2.8'

%' of children
under 18 in:
4.

Husband-wife
families 28 64 6.9

A C D Combined

F-ietnal-e head

families 63 19 - 15 15
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Table 10..

/

HOUSING PROFILE BY CENSUS TRACT'

'Source: 1970 Census

Census Tracts:

of Housing and Population

B,C,D, Combined

Tota-1 number_o_fin t 1505 / 3396 4901
4b;

Owner occupied 1361 1464 '1600

% owner occupied

% white owners

?

82

43,

98

_

33

97

Rented- -1189 1558=

black:renters -3 2
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